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Drone Swarm Tactics Using Reinforcement Learning 

and Policy Optimization 

Elizabeth Gergal (ECE/SCS) 

This research explores simulated drone swarm tactics using tradi-

tional coding and reinforcement learning algorithms (Proximal 

Policy Optimization) We are looking to gain a tactical advantage 

over an enemy swarm using certain maneuvers and strategies. Suc-

cessful implementation of RL into the development of swarm and 

counter-swarm tactics is a proof of concept that will aid the US in 

maintaining our military advantage over our enemies and protect-

ing America’s national interests. 

Trident Scholars 

Deceiving Neural Networks in Common Applications 

Harrison Foley (SCS) 

The goal of our project is to cause neural networks to perform 

poorly via adversarial methods that are more destructive than pre-

vious state-of-the-art approaches. Specifically, we have drastically 

improved adversarial attacks on images of faces in order to avoid 

detection by facial recognition, and we have carried out the first 

successful data-poisoning attacks for reinforcement learning. 

Characterizing the Economic Abundance of Water 

Through a Theoretical and Empirical Framework 

Logan Williams (FQE) 

This project pulls together the empirical practices of water 

provision around the world that characterize “economic 

abundance” and a unified model of water provision that 

provides a framework for four primary mechanisms we 

identify: (1) an unregulated, profit maximizing private firm, 

(2) non-governmental organization (NGO) provision with 

water charges used to recover costs (a “community-based” 

provision), (3) NGO provision without water charges, and 

(4) a public provision system. 

Predicting Naval Academy Performance using Holistic 

Personality Analysis in Multidimensional Space 

Philip Smith (SMPH) 

Previous psychological models have focused on using either per-

sonality types or personality traits to group or categorize subjects. 

Both of these approaches, however, face significant methodologi-

cal issues, stemming from the dichotomization of subjects into set 

personality groupings or from the lack of grounding in cognitive 

science, respectfully. This project aims to construct potentially 

predictive types, drawing from both type and trait psychological 

theory using machine learning techniques. 

Photorealistic Image Generation for Satellite Pose Esti-

mation Using Generative Adversarial Networks 

Alec Engl (EAS)  

Pose estimation, or the estimation of 

relative orientation and position of an 

object in space, is crucial for autono-

mous rendezvous and docking with 

satellites. While Convolutional Neural 

Network-based methods show promise in 

pose estimation, they require many training images and few such 

real images of satellites in orbit are available. This research gauges 

the ability of the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to refine 

synthetic imagery in order to better train CNN pose estimators.  

Manipulation of Microrobots Using Chladni Plates and 

Multimode Membrane Resonators  

Lillian Usadi (EEE)  

Micromanipulation is a nascent technology that has the power to 

revolutionize microelectronics and biological sciences. Previous 

studies have included optical, magnetic, chemical, and electrical 

actuation of microparticles. We propose to develop a platform for 

precise two dimensional microparticle manipulation via acoustic 

forces arising from Chladni figures.  

Characterizing tandem fin wake interaction using lat-

eral line inspired sensors  

Cameron Smith (ERCH)  

This project seeks to engineer a 2D tandem fin system capable of 

coordinating flapping foils to improve thrust generation using a 

pressure sensor array inspired by the lateral lines in fish. The work 

done during this semester will set this project up for its primary 

steps in AY2022. This includes evaluating pressure sensors in the 

Hydromechanics Laboratory, building and actuating a flapping foil 

system, and constructing a lateral line sensor array.  

Analyzing Error Correcting Code Structures via 

Matroid Invariants  

John Johnson (SMAH) 

The Naval Academy suffered the devastating loss of MIDN 1/C 

Johnson in December 2020. At the time of his death, John was 

half-way through his Trident project and making tremendous pro-

gress.  His work will be continued by his research advisor.  
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Trident Scholars 

Analyzing Behaviors of Artificial Intelligence Methods 

for a Search Game 

Elana Kozak (SMAH) 

This project applies the Monte Carlo Tree Search (a method for 

artificial intelligence game players) to various 2-D search prob-

lems. We analyze its behavior for both single and multi-searcher 

scenarios. 

On the Security of Encryption Implementations in Em-

bedded Devices  

Philip Gatbonton (ECE/SCS)  

Embedded devices are being exploited at an unprecedented rate. 

This project works on detecting the existence vulnerabilities in a 

embedded device that allow them to be exploited. The two meth-

ods are power analysis and the use of debugging ports. This work 

focuses specifically on SSDs that use the Advanced Encryption 

Standard. The final result will be both the framework of the meth-

od to test for the vulnerability as well as any novel vulnerabilities I 

discovered in the commercial devices.  

Wireless Electromechanical Power Transfer Using Pie-

zoelectric Materials 

Natalie Schieuer (EME), Abbi McCormack (EME), Natalie 

Schieuer (EME), Wendy Tao (EME)  

Piezoelectric materials are an excellent choice for electromechani-

cal power transfer applications owing to their bidirectional conver-

sion between electrical signal and mechanical response. This re-

search has focused on optimizing a system of a single piezoelectric 

transmitter/receiver pair used to transfer electrical power. The 

project has also investigated a single transmitter/multiple receiver 

array to determine the viability of selectively exciting a target re-

ceiver with a single transmitter.  

Parametric Analysis and Optimization of an Elastoca-

loric Refrigeration System  

Sarah Nguyen (EME)  

Elastocaloric heating/cooling using shape memory alloys (SMAs) 

offers a potential solution to the use of ozone-depleting refriger-

ants found in common heat pump/refrigeration cycles. In this 

study, COMSOL Multiphysics is used to model the behavior of a 

SMA as strain is applied/released around a bend, and subsequently 

optimize its performance based on a parametric study to identify 

the parameters that will maximize COP, endothermic temperature 

The Effects of Freestream Deceleration on Gas Tur-

bine Film Cooling  

Matthew Gillcrist (EME)  

This Trident research study focuses on film cooling, a method 

used within gas turbines to cool the turbine blades by blowing air 

out of small holes in the blade surface of the blades. This process 

allows the gas turbine to operate at higher internal temperatures, 

increasing the efficiency and power output of the engine. The 

curved turbine blades cause the freestream air to accelerate and 

decelerate. This study seeks to determine the effects of this 

freestream deceleration on film cooling.  

Tracking Additive Manufacturing Using Machine Vi-

sion  

Lenning Davis (ERC)  

This paper presents a method of vision-based trajectory recon-

struction for additive manufacturing (AM). A feature-based Visual 

Odometry (VO) algorithm is used to estimate the relative motion 

of the extruder. Preliminary results in simulation demonstrate fea-

sibility of the proposed VO method and identify factors that may 

limit performance. Further, alternative methods of VO with po-

tential applications to this project are presented to include ma-

chine learning and H.264 motion vector extraction.  

Cyber-Physical System Security of Ships Using Intelli-

gent Constraints  

Daniel Butchko (ERCH)  

Cyber-physical systems are vulnerable to attacks that can cause 

them to reach undesirable states. This research provides a theoreti-

cal solution for increasing the resiliency of control systems 

through the use of a high-authority supervisor that monitors and 

regulates control signals sent to the actuator. This work is validat-

ed through the simulation of a ship traveling through a waterway 

while under the influence of a cyber attack.  

Superradiance in few driven two-level quantum dot 

emitters in the bad cavity limit 

Joe Wiedemann (SPHH) 

We develop a master equation for few, driven, two-level emitters 

in the bad cavity regime. Comparing the resulting steady-state 

photon-photon correlation function with experimental data from 

InGaAs quantum dots coupled to a photonic crystal waveguide, 

we validate our model parameters for coupling strength, spontane-

ous decay rate and incoherent driving rate. Building upon this 

model, we explore the superradiant regime for InGaAs quantum 

dots coherently driven within a waveguide. 
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Providing Aerial Aid to Wildland Firefighters  

Collin Argue (EAS), Jacob Dewey (EAS), Thomas Costello (EAS), 

Devin Sauerhoff (EAS), Adam Lance (EAS), Emerson Pratt 

(EAS), Elizabeth Lu (EAS), Rory Muldoon (EAS) 

To reduce the physical burden and safety risks that wildland fire-

fighters face on a daily basis, a single rotor unmanned aerial system 

(UAS) capable of transporting 45lbs of potable water in a single 

trip was designed. In order to comply with FAA regulations, a 

smaller, scaled version of this design was fabricated and tested as 

proof of concept.  

bEagle Search & Rescue UAS for the DOI  

Jack Venden (EAS), Mitch Brinton (EAS), Kevin McCarthy 

(EAS), Rhett Welsh (EAS), Rhett Welsh (EAS), Rachel Purl 

(EAS), Jake Martocci (EAS), Pat McKernan (EAS), PJ Wagener 

(EAS), Brandon Gore (EAS)  

The mission of the bEagle SAR UAS is to conduct an initial 

search for a lost hiker within a specified area of possibility from a 

remote launch and control station in order to reduce the time and 

personnel required at the beginning of a search and rescue opera-

tion. It will be capable of getting airborne in densely wooded areas 

without the use of additional launch equipment, taking off, com-

muting to the search area, conducting a search , commuting back 

(even beyond LOS).  

Developing a sUAS Target for the U.S. Navy  

Michael Porter (EAS), Brian McNamara (EAS), Jared Cox 

(EAS), Blake Jones (EAS), Max Gerber (EAS), Cole Dittemore 

(EAS), Ben Ryder (EAS), Matt Pinney (EAS)  

The U.S. Navy is currently unprepared for the threats posed by 

small unmanned aircraft systems. In order to equip the U.S. Navy 

with the knowledge and experience required to face these threats a 

target that effectively mimics the capabilities of enemy sUAS's and 

tests a ship's defense systems was designed, tested, and manufac-

tured. Implementation of target sUAS's will allow the U.S. Navy to 

train prepare for potential threats and protect Sailors and Marines.  

Department of  Aerospace Engineering 
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Self-Powered High Energy Laser Detectors via Ther-

moelectric Generators  

Michael Seymour (EEE)  

Prompt and accurate detection of laser strikes is increasingly im-

portant to the survivability of military assets in modern warfare as 

laser weapon systems become more widely implemented. Current 

laser detection systems on military assets can compromise an as-

set’s low observability features. This project presents an addressed 

detection system based on an array of thermoelectric generators 

(TEGs) that can be integrated into the skin of an asset without 

compromising the asset's stealth capabilites.  

USNA Railgun Team - Design, Build, Shoot  

Dean Hochman (ERC), Julian Perez (EME), Alex Richmond 

(EME), Jeff Tran (EEE)  

The USNA Railgun Team Capstone is entering its third year. The 

objective is to design, build, shoot, and improve upon a tabletop 

railgun. Students will use knowledge from their respective engi-

neering majors to resume designing and shooting the previous 

team's railgun. The team will deliver a functioning railgun for fu-

ture development and research.  

Additively Manufactured Mobile Device Lens Case for 

5G Antenna Gain  

Bryson Horn (EEE)  

This research presents the design of a 3-D printed integrated lens 

antenna for 5G wireless communications in the 28 GHz frequency 

band. Increased path loss at mm-wave frequencies relative to 4G-

LTE frequency bands motivates highly directional antennas to 

mitigate the loss in transmission. This research presents a low-

cost, small-profile 3-D printed lens integrated into an additively 

manufactured phone case to improve the performance of mm-

wave antennas on a mobile device.  

Optically Powered Multi-Robot System Based on 

 Diamagnetic Levitation  

Matthew Beauchamp (EEE)  

This project intends to capitalize on the diamagnetic properties of 

pyrolytic graphite and its temperature dependent levitation. The 

samples have shown to levitate over certain magnet arrays and can 

be controlled with light. This research uses these key properties 

and attempts to combine it with micro-pipettes to give these levi-

tating samples utility. This project will improve upon systems of 

milli-robots and develop automated techniques that can be em-

ployed to assist in biomedical applications.  

Characterization of Vertical Gallium Nitride Schottky 

Diodes  

Nathaniel O'Neal (EEE/ECE)  

GaN devices are attractive to the Navy due to their significantly 

higher voltage-blocking capability. However, they are not consid-

ered viable for mass production and implementation due to their 

low degree of repeatability and the high rate of failure of Schottky 

contacts during the manufacturing process. It is the intent of this 

research project to characterize devices manufactured with alterna-

tive techniques that will make the components more reliable.  

Department of  Electrical & Computer  

Engineering 
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Roughnecks: The Railgun of Tomorrow  

Carston Swenson (EME), Melinda Liao (EEE), Justin Morgan 

(ERC), Wyatt Long (EME), Jared Leins (EME)  

Researching small scale, tactical applications of railgun designs. 

Designing subsystems of a more efficient, crew-served, portable 

railgun.  

Characterization of 3D-Printed Scintillators for Portable 

Radiation Detection and Discrimination  

Matthew Alese (EEE)  

Radiation can be detected by coupling a scintillator which produc-

es light to a light-sensitive detector. 3D-Printed scintillators offer 

advantages towards portable radiation detection with the Silicon 

Photomultiplier. Analysis of the pulses suggest that different 

forms of radiation can be determined by their shape via pulse 

shape discrimination. Current results suggest that the 3d-printed 

scintillators produce higher responses to radiation than some com-

mercial grade scintillators.  

Lidar and Reflective Barcodes with Mobile Agents  

Ben Brown (EEE)  

Autonomous vehicles use lidar to aid in environment mapping. 

Reflected light energy returns to a lidar sensor where it is recorded 

and converted into an environmental map. In the same way bar-

codes encode information in different widths of black and white 

bars, this research looks into encoding information using different 

widths of reflective and non-reflective bars. The goal of this re-

search is to increase the information density of a lidar return signal 

by encoding information in its metadata.  

Improving Reliability of Reactor Rod Control Systems  

Arthur Devine (EEE)  

In the design of nuclear systems, reliability is always a top consid-

eration when evaluating the effectiveness of a design. This re-

search is investigating a control rod set up that utilizes three inde-

pendently powered and controlled linear motors as a potential 

solution for improved stability. We will test both standard opera-

tions, and operations during fault conditions.  

Integrated Headgear for Detecting Lower Respiratory 

Infections  

Philip Ross (ECE), Austin Lee (ECE)  

The COVID-19 pandemic created a necessity for early detection 

of lower respiratory infections. Using a system of biometric sen-

sors, Arduino microcontrollers and algorithmic software, an in-

strumented personal protective face shield was designed to detect 

lower respiratory infections before the manifestation of visible 

symptoms. This early detection will potentially reduce the spread 

of infection between wearers, and allow the Naval Academy to 

focus more on its mission areas, and less on COVID.  

Build Your Own Optical Components  

Michael McMahon (EEE), Tyler McGill (ECE)  

Using additive manufacturing to create optical components that 

can be used as part of a free space laser communications system. 
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Symbiotic Autonomous Module (SAM)  

Maurice Trammell (SIT), Anthony Chase-Hill (ERC), Christopher 

Meacham (SCY)  

SAM takes any commercial, off-the-shelf RF remote-control vehi-

cle and controls it autonomously by communicating directly to its 

native receiver. The onboard autopilot package consists of a flexi-

ble computer vision module that can detect and track human tar-

gets with any USB camera. SAM can engage targets using a variety 

of small arms, without major modifications using its camera to 

target and destroy enemies; however, SAM can be trained to con-

trol a variety of vehicles in a variety of tasks.  

HELPUS: How Entry Level Programmers Use Syn-

chronization  

Matthew Friedel (EEE/ECE)  

HELPUS is a visual programming language (VPL) that represents 

parallel programming models, such as threads and locks in C++. 

It is presented alongside a series of games that represent various 

parallel challenges faced in real-world applications. By working 

through the games using the VPL, novice programmers learn to 

recognize opportunities for adding parallelism in real-world appli-

cations.  

Army Research Lab: Blast Plate Design  

Henry Futch (EME/EME/EME), Mitch Monninger (EME), 

Quinn Schneider (EME), Drew Zemaitis (EME)  

IED blasts have been a persistent danger to allied forces operating 

in the Middle East. This competition, held by the Army Research 

Lab, aims to optimize a lightweight blast plate design while also 

minimizing deflection experienced in an IED blast. Concurrently, 

the competition aims to create an accurate prediction model to 

test a plates performance.  

Air Force Research Lab (AFRL): Service Academy 

 Design Challenge (SADC)  

Matthew Peshek (ENR), John Curley (EME), Jeremiah Cooney 

(EME), Dallas Elliston (EME), Tom Irwin (EME), Matthew 

Lewis (EME)  

The Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) challenged the Service Acad-

emies and other colleges with the following design challenge: to 

design a remotely controlled device used by special operation forc-

es (SOF) capable of deploying cameras at different altitudes. After 

collaborating with several SOF subject matter experts on the yard, 

an electromagnet arm that attached to a drone was created in or-

der to deploy cameras to vertical surfaces. The prototype was pre-

sented to AFRL as part of the competition.  

Army Research Lab - Blast Plate Design  

Taylor Gigandet (EME), Jake Carlson (EGE), Jake Sundermier 

(EME), Mitch Jorgensen (EME)  

Improve upon current Titanium 6A14V armor plates by creating a 

scaled blast shield that effectively balances the competition charac-

teristics of density, thickness, and blast deflection resistance, and 

accurately predict the performance of the blast shield pre-shot.  

Mini-Rad Detector  

Andrew Reitz (ECE), Kira Lim (ECE), Ross Woods (EEE), 

Carter Rolen (ENR)  

Prototype, demonstrate, and improve a miniature, covert radiation 

detection device. Specifically by using anthracene scintillator ob-

served by a silicon-photomultiplier. Additional circuitry for minia-

turization/improvement includes a DC-DC booster, Peak-

Detection Circuit, and downstream electronics for displaying/

storing radiation detection (counts). The end goal is a portable, 

functional, non-obtrusive electronic radiation detection device.  

Department of  Mechanical Engineering 
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Adaptive Technology: Bicycle Sidecar "Hot Wheelz"   

Ian Blake (EME), Sky Schork (EME), Walker Lander (EME), 

Evan Doe (EME)  

Volunteers for Medical Engineering, or VME, is a local organiza-

tion that pairs typically children with special needs with teams of 

undergraduate students. The family we have been paired with en-

joys going on bike rides and is looking to bring their daughter 

Gracie, who has physical limitations, on rides with them. We have 

been tasked with designing and building a bicycle sidecar that sup-

ports Gracie properly and meets all of the family's needs so she 

can be a part of these adventures.  

Ballast Water Tank Fouling Mitigation  

Zachary Grant (EME), Sawyer Masuoka (EME), Nelson Smith 

(EGE)  

The U.S. Navy must begin treating ballast water before discharge 

by October 2023. One of the most prevalent problems presented 

by intercontinental water transit in the transport of harmful bacte-

ria in ballast water. UV disinfection is a way to combat these mi-

croorganisms. Most UV chambers are made of polished stainless 

steel which has a UV reflectance of about 35%. PTF has a UV 

reflectance of around 95%. By implementing a PTFE liner we 

hope to decrease the treatment time of the ballast water.  

The Helping Hand: Zamari's Tricycle  

Cagla Brennan (EOE), Keoni Makekau (EGE), Elijah Lugo 

(EGE), Billy Honaker (EGE), Emma Thompson (EME)  

We are building a tricycle for a 4 yr old special needs boy named 

Zamari. Zamari has no ability to move on his own so we are buy-

ing a tricycle and adding certain things for Zamari's comfort, safe-

ty, and so that it can last for years to come.  

Microreactor Protection Project  

Justin Budan (EME), Casey Cobb (EME), Connor Travis (EME), 

Zane Wilson (EME)  

The DOD is developing a micro nuclear reactor that can be car-

ried to any operating area in the world. This, however, leaves the 

reactor and its nuclear fuel vulnerable to assault and proliferation. 

N.A.R.P. Corps designed and tested a containment vessel to pro-

tect the reactor and its fuel. Through material testing, N.A.R.P. 

Corps identified the most appropriate materials to be used togeth-

er in order to prevent the vessel from being breached.  

AM Neutron Detector  

Rebecca Chan (EGE), Taequez Mcrae (ENR), Madeline Prince 

(EME/ENR), Samuel Rice (ENR)  

There are two present problems regarding neutron detection. 

First, manufacturing neutron detectors is expensive. The costly 

detectors on the market today are large and not discrete. Second, 

there is a need to accurately discriminate neutron sources from 

gamma radiation sources. To this end, a 3-D printed, additively 

manufactured scintillator serves as a viable solution. 

Pre-Engineered Modular OFacilities  

Bryce Beckish (SPA), Spencer Crispell (EME), Zak Saumell 

(EGE)  

The Navy currently has methods to employ rapidly deployable, pre

-engineered facilities but they are highly specialized for specific 

environments and uses. Our team is optimizing a design that en-

compasses a wide variety of the Navy's needs into one, easily con-

structed, modular design. This design is also aimed to be semi-

permanent and capable of being deconstructed after it is no longer 

needed, which puts significant limitations on potential construc-

tion methods.  

Non-destructive evaluations of electroplated, 3-D print-

ed parts  

H. Wyatt Montemorra (EME), Liam Kane (EME), Ryan Leonard 

(EME), Vince Potente (EME)  

To use Non-destructive methods to discover delaminations of 

various sizes and locations on plated parts. The purpose of this 

project is to help on-site teams effectively spot and fix delamina-

tion problems before they become larger issues.  
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Formula Society of Automotive Engineers  

Scott Pierce (EME), Maclean Crossley (EME), Grant Janka 

(EME), Peter Faber (EME), Trey Widmier (EME)  

Using resources available and the engineering skills learned over 

the years at the Academy, the team must build a race car capable 

of competing against other colleges while following the FSAE 

rulebook.  

Navy Racing 21  

Nat Kuruwichaya (ERC), Tamere Smith (ERC), Greg Robbeloth 

(ERC), Manriki Gagnon (ERC)  

Midshipmen-designed open-wheel race car that will be driven by 

midshipmen in the upcoming competition in April.  

Formula SAE - Lead Team  

Calvin McDonald (EME/ENR), Chandler Porter (EME), Aidan 

Crouch (EME)  

Designing and building a Formula-style open wheel race car to 

compete at FSAE Michigan this May. The competition has several 

phases including a design and cost event, as well as the dynamic 

events taking place in Michigan  

School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Formula SAE Aerodynamics Subteam  

Tristan Anderson (EAS), Bethany Greene (EAS), Pawel Klatka 

(EAS)  

The NR21 Aero sub team will work to design, test, and manufac-

ture the needed requirements by the team at large in order to ef-

fectively increase the aerodynamic performance of the car, and will 

integrate the aerodynamics package with the other components of 

the vehicle.  

Adaptive Technology for Wounded Warriors: Para-

Skeleton Sled  

Theodore Boskov (EME), David Fohner (EME), Will Ross 

(EME), Maxwell Shuman (EME)  

The International Bobsleigh and Skeleton Federation is looking 

for a way to fairly evaluate para athletes with varying types of disa-

bilities in the sport of skeleton. The USNA team worked to rede-

sign an adaptable sled for the purposes of use by different wound-

ed warrior athletes. After analyzing the given sled, adaptations 

were designed and tested in a CAD system called ABAQUS. This 

project allows for future students to build from this design to per-

fect a sled for the para skeleton community.  

Formula SAE Frames Subteam  

Samuel Dever (EME), Jessica Jenkins (EME), James Potticary 

(EME), Amir Mohammed (EME), Ben Vale (EME)  

The frames team endeavors primarily to create a stiff and light-

weight frame. Tertiary concerns of the Frame Team are comfort 

and aesthetics. It will be important to balance the weight of the 

frame and the stiffness as these two things could come into con-

flict. Similarly it is important to balance aesthetics in comfort be-

cause while a sleek design may look good it may be uncomfortable 

to drive. They whole dynamic of the car is based on the job that 

the frames team does.  

Microreactor Designed for Military Deployment 1  

Elizabeth Farnan (ENR), Jean-Paul Anyansi (EME), Jennifer 

Iniguez (EEE), James Scowcroft (ENR)  

It is incredibly difficult for forward deployed soldiers to maintain a 

supply of fuel to a base on the frontlines. There are usually hun-

dreds of miles of terrain for the fuel supply to cross, through dan-

gerous areas which are susceptible to attack and enemy capture. 

This project will design a compact nuclear reactor that will allow a 

mobile army unit to power their needs using the environment 

around them. This project creates self-sufficient units with the use 

of renewable energy.  

Navy Racing: Vehicle Dynamics  

Race Clausen (EME)  

The Vehicle Dynamics subteam will provide NR21 with a steering, 

braking, suspension and tire configuration that maximizes the grip 

of the car while providing optimal responsiveness and maneuvera-

bility in order to support the push for an affordable and enjoyable 

autocross vehicle.  
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School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Radiation shielding for a Mars mission spacecraft  

Dominic Restivo (EME), Ryan Franco (EGE), Jordan Mclaughlin 

(EME), Mike Brunotte (ENR)  

For the last 10 years NASA has worked in-house and with civilian 

companies to achieve the next space goal, reaching Mars. Space 

radiation is an unavoidable reality for travel outside the Earth’s 

atmosphere and creates radiation levels hundreds of times stronger 

than what is found on Earth. Our Capstone team is working in 

collaboration with NASA to create a shielded crew space for the 

next generation of spacecraft.  

Army Research Lab: Blast Plate Structures  

Henry Futch (EME), Mitch Monninger (EME), Drew Zemaitis 

(EME), Quinn Schneider (EME)  

A plate is to be designed that's goal is to resist against deflection 

induced by blasts. Through the use of Finite Element Analysis 

software, the team should predict the results of the actual test. The 

prediction and experimental results are compared in order to de-

termine a score that is issued to the team. Our design will be com-

peting against other teams from USNA and USMA.  

Designing a Barge Facility at Cape Blossom, Alaska  

Cameron Davis (EOE), Harry Fulton (EOE), Stephen Gemmell 

(EGE), Josh Torres (ENM)  

The village of Kotzebue in Alaska does not have a facility capable 

of supporting loading and unloading operations for season supply 

barges. Supplies are lightered from the barges to shore via smaller 

boats, which incurs high service costs for the city. A design for a 

barge facility at Cape Blossom, just seven miles from Kotzebue 

was proposed to reduce the service cost for the city by 30-60%.  

The Blue Footed Buoy  

Ryan Anderson (EOE), Geraldine Scholl (EOE), Simon Chuang 

(EAS), Chris Greubel (EAS), Madeline Pruzan (EASA), Annie 

Imhof (EASA), Delfino Garcia (ERC), Kyle Hicks (ERC)  

The Blue footed Buoy is an expendable, low-cost, air-deployable 

buoy capable of surviving in the Arctic Environment. Intended to 

be deployed in the water, its is designed to fit in a Size-A sono-

buoy shute and measure sea temperature, sea-surface temperature, 

and GPS position. The buoy is battery powered, designed to last 

6-12 months, and atmospheric data is transmitted on an Arduino 

based control system.  

Department of  Naval Architecture & 

Ocean Engineering 

Boat Slowing Drogue Design  

Jayelen Knowles (EME), Drew Pagano (EME), Joe Tondera 

(EME)  

Maritime law enforcement need a quick way to safely apprehend 

speed boats. This project looks to test a drogue system that can be 

deployed to slow down small vessels without damaging the vessel 

or personnel. There also have been issues with the rope strength 

due to high initial loading. This experiment looks at the force load 

created by the deployed drogues and ways to minimize the initial 

load. The goal is to provide the customer with additional data for 

further design considerations.  

Exploration into Optimization and Enhancement of 

the F-35 Helmet  

Emily Bellavance (EME), Abbi McCormack (EME), Natalie 

Schieuer (EME), Wendy Tao (EME)  

The project focuses on improving upon the current F-35 Helmet 

Design and Fitting process to allow for an optimized design that 

helps to lower cost, allow for bio-sensors, and provides a comfort-

able experience for the pilot.  
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Small Wave Energy Converter for Distributed  Applica-

tions  

Preston Rhodes (EOEH), Chris Cassidy (EOE), Shawn Davis 

(EOE), Jung Kim (EOE)  

A promising solution for distributed (non-grid) power applications 

at sea is the small ocean wave energy converter (WEC). A Small 

WEC design proposed by last year's USNA Capstone team was 

reviewed and modified, and a prototype of the design was con-

structed and tested. Based on prototype performance, improve-

ments were suggested to inform future models.  

Development of a Fast Unmanned Missile Platform  

Nicholas Hogan (ENM), John Norton (ENM), Donald Poirier 

(ENM), George Williams (ENM)  

The Fast Unmanned Missile Platform is an attempt to provide a 

vertical launch platform to commanders that is able to supplement 

the current arsenal of a carrier strike group in the case of a peer-on

-peer conflict. The development of these cheap platforms would 

act in a "missile magazine" role, expending their VLS arsenal at the 

needs of the fleet, then returning to port to rearm and refuel be-

fore returning to the fight.  

A Second Bay Crossing: The Chesapeake Car Ferry  

Benjamin Cracraft (ENM), Luke Kustra (ENMH), Adam Estroff 

(ENM), John Zemanek (ENM)  

The mission of the Chesapeake Bay Car Ferry is to alleviate traffic 

on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge by transporting passenger vehicles 

between the Eastern Shore and the other side of the bridge. The 

ferry will be operated by the Maryland Department of Transporta-

tion System, and give travelers a comfortable alternative to cross-

ing the bridge.  

Presidential Yacht  

Cara Bradley (ENM), Gregory Cameron (ENM), Elijah Hiler 

(ENM), Sean Linden (ENM)  

The Presidential yacht used to be a staple of the United States 

Presidency as a means of recreation and entertainment for VIP's. 

However, the United States decommissioned its most recent yacht 

in 1977. The proposal for a new Presidential yacht is centered 

around the idea of having a comfortable platform for the Presi-

dent's esteemed guests, both domestic and foreign, that displays 

the wealth of the United States while having a welcoming aura for 

its guests.  

Cable Cutter Tool Package for Blue Robotics ROV  

Patrick Carter (EOE), Weston Clark (ERC), Jesse Hainze (ERC), 

Jack Kinnear (EME), Chandler Washburn (EME)  

Recent technology advances in low-cost remotely operated vehicle 

(ROV) systems has provided opportunities for developing special-

ized low-cost tool packages capable of performing cost effective 

underwater work without the requirements for deploying divers. 

One specialized function is the ability to cut underwater rope, wire 

rope and cables using low-cost ROV systems. This project seeks 

to provide a low-cost, battery powered cutting capability that can 

integrate with various inspection-class ROVs.  

Wine Island Restoration  

Timothy Johnson (EOE), David Conger (EOE), Sean Kelsay 

(EOE), Stephen Shatynski (EOE), Joe McCabe (EOE)  

Louisiana has been losing its barrier islands at an increasing rate 

due to sea level rise and frequent major storm events. This project 

proposes the rebuilding of Wine Island, an island in the Isle Der-

nieres chain that has almost completely eroded away. Creating this 

island again will provide habitat for local bird species, help protect 

the inland coast and create a long-lasting barrier to major storm 

surge and destructive wave action.  
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Coastal Protection and Environmental Restoration in 

Rincόn, Puerto Rico  

Gray Creed (EOE), Jeremy Gerstein (EOE/FLA), Mitchell Hol-

lingsworth (EOE), Cameron Jackson (EGE), Stephen Thompson 

(EOE)  

The beaches of Rincόn, Puerto Rico were devastated by Hurricane 

Maria in 2017. Storm waves severely eroded the beaches and have 

left the area vulnerable to further damage to both natural and 

manmade structures. An artificial reef has the potential to nourish 

the beaches and protect the area and local residents from future 

damage. This solution will also bolster the local economy through 

increased tourism and enhance the local coral reef ecosystem.  

St. Mary's Living Shoreline  

Miranda Donato (EOE), Dylan Panizo (EOE), Jacob Hudson 

(EOE), Madison Sgattoni (EOE), John Crysler (EOE)  

The current problem at St. Mary’s Church is the deteriorating tim-

ber bulkhead which is falling apart slowly and steadily. It needs to 

be replaced with a living shoreline that can withstand a 50 year 

storm and rising sea levels. This problem over time will impact the 

citizens of Annapolis and the surrounding gardens. Most im-

portantly, St. Mary’s has served as a historical, cultural and reli-

gious site for the city of Annapolis since 1853.  

Marine Aquaculture and Renewable Energy  

Kyle Gibbs (EOE), Brody Menzies (EOE), Sami Bang (EOE), 

Madison Vise (EOE), Margaret Zimmerman (EOE)  

To integrate and co-locate aquaculture and renewable energy in 

the Gulf of Mexico that is economically viable, capable of with-

standing extreme weather conditions, and utilizes an already estab-

lished oil platform to maximize sustainable aquaculture products 

and en- ergy 

Expeditionary Semi-Submersible Logistics Vessel  

Caleb Buckley (ENM), Benjamin Leaman (ENMH), Jose Mendo-

za Bravo (ENM), Corey Shideler (ENMH)  

The mission of this vessel is to transport supplies to clandestine or 

otherwise isolated units in contested locations inaccessible via 

conventional transport methods. This vessel exists to provide a 

platform for supply with minimal detection and minimal cost in 

terms of resources and personnel if the vessel is damaged or lost. 

Its area of operations includes both green and blue waters and 

having the capability for possible unmanned operations in the 

future.  

Erosion Mitigation at Oregon Inlet North Carolina  

Kyle Cortez (EGE), Benjamin Johnson (EOE), Austin McWherter 

(EOE), Katie Miller (EOE), Brent Schwartz (EOE)  

Oregon Inlet North Carolina is spanned by the Bonner bridge and 

N.C. 12. The southern end of the Bonner bridge is located on the 

northern tip of the Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge. The estu-

arine side of the island near the bridges footings is eroding at an 

alarming rate. This erosion threatens to cause significant habitat 

loss, the navigability of N.C. 12, and the overall survival of the 

Bridge. We have been tasked with protecting N.C. 12 and its sur-

rounds through mitigating the erosion.  
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USS Manatee: An AIP Coastal Defense Submarine  

Attila Illenyi (ENM), Lily Oviatt (ENM), Joey Sereda (ENM), 

Sarah St. Jean (ENM)  

To provide stealth anti-submarine, anti-surface, and coastal de-

fense capabilities to the United States by operating in the littoral 

zone, in order to support strike-capable submarines in the event of 

a major near-peer conflict. 

Erosion Mitigation For the National Estuarine Re-

search Reserve at Fort Johnson, Charleston, SC  

Ashley Koenig (EOE), Lucas Gobel (EGE), Kaitlyn Boyle (EOE)  

The shoreline at the ACE Basin NERR offices in Charleston SC is 

experiencing rapid erosion and flooding due to high tidal energy 

and sea level rise. This erosion is particularly harmful to the infra-

structure on site.  

American Samoa Erosion Mitigation  

Kalala Jennings (EOE), Darby Meadows (EOE), Sabrina Sprack-

len (EOE), Jocelyn Sosa (EOE)  

A village in American Samoa called Lauli'i Tuai has been majorly 

impacted by coastal erosion along its shores. This event has erod-

ed Route 1, the road that acts as the main means of transit to and 

from the eastern side of the island. Route 1 travels along the shore 

and allows locals to travel to the western side of the island for 

employment, food, and other essential needs. Implementing a 

breakwater to dissipate incoming wave energy and trap sand would 

help mitigate the ongoing issue.  

Project MidKnight: Obtaining UAS positioning data for 

a kinetic UAS kill solution.  

Jack Snauko (ERC), Paul Johnson (ERC)  

To design a system that measures the relative three dimensional 

position between a chosen point in space and a Class I unmanned 

aerial vehicle in order to provide a set of location data that will 

allow a Counter-Unmanned Aerial System solution to be tested in 

simulation.  

Autonomous Repossession of a UUV onto a Subma-

rine: Rendezvous Simulation  

Triston Marasco (ERC), Ryan Warren (EME)  

Our project is broken up into two sub groups. Ryan and I are to 

develop a simulation via MATLAB that accurately demonstrates 

the motion of the submarine and UUV during the homing phase 

of the recovery process. This simulation will demonstrate how the 

UUV will take in the submarine's speed and bearing and rendez-

vous at a specific point beneath the submarine.  

UUV Computer Vision Target Acquisition  

Mark A. Humes (ERC), Jack Tamas (ERC)  

In our project, we will explore the docking phase of autonomously 

recovering a UUV. Our goal is to create a computer vision system 

that will recognize an underwater target in the SURF facility and 

compute range and relative angle to the target. We will compare 

our readings to truth data obtained from the SURF's motion cap-

ture system to determine the accuracy of our system.  

Department of  Weapons, Robotics, &  

Control Engineering 
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Rapid and Remote Deauthentication Drone (R2D2)  

Matt Arrison (SCY), Cooper Guzzi (SIT), Paul Jervis (SCY), 

 Kenneth Stelmack (SCY)  

DefendTex’s 40mm grenade launched drone, Drone40, is a prod-

uct of interest for the Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory 

(MCWL). MCWL aims to develop the drone to provide com-

manders the capability to conduct cyber effects at the squad or 

fireteam level. Our team’s payload fulfils this mission via deau-

thentication attacks by utilizing a Raspberry Pi Zero and an Alfa 

Network Adapter, allowing operators to remotely pilot the drone 

to scan for networks and then degrade/deny the enemy’s Wi-Fi 

usage.  

Internet of Things RV  

Rigel Keller (ERC), Paul Malatesta (ERC)  

Some midshipmen use an RV or camper to cut down on living 

costs and save as much as their BAH as possible upon graduation. 

To improve their quality of life, an array of sensors and actuators 

were connected to a internet of things framework to allow remote 

monitoring and control of the home. The internet framework cre-

ated explicitly for this project can be used for other internet of 

things projects for future students, allowing them to focus on add-

ing additional capabilities to the hardware.  

Unmanned Underwater Vehicle Mobile Mesh Net-

works: Applications for Hydrographic Surveying  

Corwin Stites (ERC), Alex Peralta (ERC), Corwin Stites (ERC)  

Underwater surveying is a costly and time consuming endeavor. 

This project investigates how a mobile mesh network could be 

applied to improve hydrographic surveys. Such a network would 

consist of a group of sonar equipped Unmanned Underwater Ve-

hicles (UUVs). This project primarily focuses on researching how 

nodes of the mesh network would communicate for best effect to 

accomplish fast hydrographic surveying of a predetermined area or 

fast location of an underwater target of interest.  

Search and Rescue Neural Networks  

Sofia Di Antonio (ERCH)  

Search and rescue missions occur around the world at all hours of 

the day. The quicker the mission is completed, the higher the sur-

vival rate for all involved. A cascade classifier and two different 

neural networks will be created in MATLAB to detect people in 

images to make the missions more efficient. The accuracy of each 

network will be evaluated based on the rate of true and false posi-

tives and negatives.  

The RoboRoach  

Alexis Pak (ERC), Brooklyn Pritchard (ERC)  

The steering of insects using electrical stimulation is an active area 

of research. We developed a RoboRoach laboratory exercise to 

introduce concepts of neurophysiology and motor control to mid-

shipmen, building a project-based learning approach around a high 

appeal “cyborg cockroach”. For students, the pedagogical aim of 

steering a cockroach is to learn about neurophysiological and neu-

romechanical principles which may be applicable in restoring hu-

man function.  
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Bridge Operator Decision Aid  

Cameron Hancock (ERC)  

The Bridge Operator Decision Aid is an algorithm written on 

MATLAB that recommends a course of action to the user to pre-

vent a ship collision. Two remote controlled boats are used to act 

like ships and their movements is being tracked by the Qualisys 

motion capture system which feeds data into MATLAB such as 

position and heading.  

Applying Machine Learning to Predict Midshipmen 

Performance  

Thomas Maly (ERCH)  

This project will design an artificial neural network and a Bayesian 

classifier to predict Midshipman performance at the Naval Acade-

my. It uses inputs from the Naval Academy, including High 

School Data and Academic, Physical, and Military Records, to 

predict things like whether the Midshipman receives their desired 

service selection. The measured characteristic is the accuracy of 

the machine learning classifiers.  

Fitness 365  

Jacob Hedrick (ERC), Jeannette Steerman (ERC), Ryan Duffey 

(ERC), Nicole Victory (ERC), Allie Battenr (ERC), Brandon Yu 

(ERC)  

The device will measure deviation from proper plank position and 

pushup form. It will help midshipmen train for the Physical Readi-

ness Test, and it will also monitor the strength portion of the 

Physical Readiness Test. 

Autonomous Leaf Blower System  

Alyson Wade (ERC), Ivan Chavez (ERC), Gabe Oetting (ERC), 

Miranda Deng (ERC)  

Currently there are limited market options for autonomous out-

door maintenance tools, specifically for leaf removal. Based on 

current navigation, obstacle detection and computer vision tech-

nologies we are attempting fill this gap with a new autonomous 

leaf blowing system that will provide users with a convenient out-

door maintenance experience. The designing is a completely au-

tonomous, self driving and self navigating system that can collect 

leaves into a pile for easy disposal.  

Self-Regulating Irrigation Project  

Konstandinos Zaharakis (ERC)  

This irrigation system is designed to control itself, and ensure that 

grass is watered as efficiently as possible. This means it will water 

at the most optimal time of each day with the minimal amount of 

water necessary. Moisture sensors will monitor the soil's water 

content, and a controller will determine how long to turn on sprin-

klers for. The controller will also track the system's water usage so 

the user can monitor their water usage.  

Wearable Field Technology  

Leah Roach (ERC), Ryan Schwind (ERC), Daniel Bongiovanni 

(ERC), Janelle Stewart (ERC)  

The goal of this capstone is to improve upon pre-existing Squad 

with Autonomous Teammates Challenge (SWAT-C) capabilities 

by providing data and alerting interfaced with Android Tactical 

Awareness Kit (ATAK) software that is made accessible to the 

entire unit in the field by using sensors to track the user and wear-

able technology to alert the user.  

School of  Engineering and Weapons 
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Bio-inspired Fin Application to Unmanned Underwater 

Vehicles for Enhanced Maneuverability  

Evan Klatt (ERCH), James Kenneally (ERCH)  

In applying bio-inspired pectoral and dorsal fins to a UUV, this 

Capstone's goal is to create a more maneuverable system. Chief 

complaints regarding UUVs from environmental workers and 

military personnel are poor vehicle recovery capabilities and the 

inability of UUVs to perform in close-quarters areas. By adding 

and actuating these fins to a torpedo-shaped tube, this project 

looks to make UUVs more maneuverable by analyzing simulation 

results and hardware experimentation.  

School of  Engineering and Weapons 

Beer Fridge  

Juan Hendricks (ERC), Scott Long (ERC), Pablo Loza (ERC), 

Eamonn Mireles (ERC)  

The legacy "Beer Fridge" was displayed in Maury Hall since well 

before our plebe year. As a group, we decided to create our own 

design that would be fully autonomous and more compact. The 

design will consist of a launching subsystem that could fit in a mini

-fridge. The fridge will be able to locate, detect, and determine 

when/where to launch a beer to. It will fire accurately and effi-

ciently. This fridge design will allow future USNA engineers to 

create projects to excite other people.  

Robot Football Kicker  

Andrew Waldron (EME)  

The Naval Academy annually competes in a Robot Football 

League, sponsored by the University of Notre Dame. The Acade-

my has never been able to field a kicker, instead utilizing its quar-

terback for kickoffs, field goals, and punts. Playing with a kicker, 

earns the team more points in these events. The design challenge 

is to build a kicker less than 45 lbs and smaller than 16x24x16 in. 

capable of projecting a miniature football more than 50 ft to a 

final height of 3 ft.  

Air2Air Combat Drone  

Jerra Ewing (ERC), Jay Jordan (ERC), James Love (ERC), Harri-

son Boldt (EEE)  

In combat, the uncontested use of airspace to conduct intelligence, 

surveillance, reconnaissance, and even offensive operations can 

provide a ground force with a significant advantage over their 

adversaries. Our project seeks to eliminate that advantage. After 

designing and programming subsystem we built a drone that can 

locate and navigate to enemy UAS.  

Phone Application to Orient Visually Impaired User's 

around the United States Naval Academy Campus  

Michelle Silver (ERCH)  

Utilizing MATLAB and MATLAB Mobile, a user is able to utilize 

their smartphone as a wearable assistive technology device. The 

application will track the user's position and course in real time 

with built in iOS sensors and cue a response when a landmark is 

passed. The script is written to require minimal user input and 

maximal user independence. While the user can request their loca-

tion at any time, the script will also automatically execute com-

mands at predetermined locations.  

Neural Network Classification of 2D Holograms in 

Optical Turbulence  

William Jarrett (ERCH)  

One of the primary challenges faced in optical communication 

systems is optical turbulence, caused by small changes to the re-

fractive-index. This project investigates the effects of optical tur-

bulence on 2D holograms, quantifying the results using a convolu-

tional neural network. The results will provide a comparison to 

other structured light communication systems, and aid further 

development.  

Medical Sensors in Conjunction with Mobile Robotics: 

Applications for Fighting Virulent Diseases  

Corwin Stites (ERC), Alex Peralta (ERC), Nathan Dietrich 

(ERC)  

This project investigates developing the sensor, microcontroller, 

and actuator interfaces that would allow a mobile robotic system 

to screen patients for virulent diseases such as COVID-19. The 

project combines medical sensors, computer vision, actuators, 

modular mounting, and wireless microcontroller functions to cre-

ate such a system. This design provides remote and autonomous 

healthcare capabilities and allows for the protection of healthcare 

workers from contagious diseases.  

Skyfall  

Lindsay Donaldson (ERC), Lauren Modica (EEE), Joe Sweeney 

(ERC), Daniel Tarnawski (ERC)  

Our project will be a compact device or a series of compact devic-

es placed on a skydiver to collect data about the skydiver’s perfor-

mance during freefall and canopy flight. This information will be 

collected for instructors to better debrief their students. We will 

increase the amount and type of information collected including 

toggle movement, canopy reaction, and movement about all axis.  
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Autonomous Formation Control on Non-Convex 

Closed Shapes  

Nate Hersom (ERCH)  

This project simplifies mission design by allowing users to draw 

specific trajectories for autonomous vehicles. We reconstruct the 

user shape with a finite number of Fourier descriptor coefficients. 

The coefficients define the trajectory of a relative reference frame; 

traversing a circle in the relative frame produces the desired iner-

tial frame trajectory. We use Lyapunov Guidance Vector Field 

control to steer vehicles to the required circle in the relative frame.  

Turtle Bot  

Christopher Ashley (ERC), Graham Brothers (ERC), Cameron 

Douglas (ERC)  

The Turtle Bot is an amphibious vehicle that is able to maneuver 

at low speeds in still water, crawl in a variety of water depths, and 

transition from the locomotion of swimming to crawling seamless-

ly utilizing biomechanics of sea turtles as inspiration.  

Communications using Light Carrying Orbital Angular 

Momentum  

Marco McGavick (ERCH), Julianna Pereira (ERC)  

Light carrying orbital angular momentum exhibits the property of 

orthogonality. This means lasers carrying orbital angular momen-

tum can be overlaid without interfering with each other. Leverag-

ing this property allows us to create unique beam fronts defined by 

a unique spatial pattern (i.e. a donut shape with a hole in the mid-

dle instead of just a dot). Using machine learning to recognize an 

"alphabet" composed of these unique patterns, we can send and 

receive information using OAM lasers.  

Dynamic Analysis of High Speed RC Car  

Riley Hogan (ERCH)  

RC cars have been used as scaled vehicles for many years as they 

are cheaper and more dispensable than full sized vehicles when 

testing. We believe that an RC car is more capable than full sized 

cars at high speeds. We are looking to test this car and analyze the 

data to attempt to prove this idea. This would allow for smaller 

vehicles to be used in place of full sized cars as a cheaper, more 

capable solution in today's world of autonomy.  

Parameter Variation Analysis for Type Two Diabetes 

Treatment Methods  

Maria Satre (ERC)  

The goal of this project is to take advantage of the developed Co-

belli model to create "human" patients and experiment with alter-

ing the parameters of this model to create a physiologically realistic 

and reliable treatment algorithm. This preliminary analysis will be 

used to determine which parameters are most useful, and to create 

a cost function that will respond in a time sensitive manner to the 

patient's actions.  

Smart Energy Usage on FOB's  

Anya Bensing (ERC), Sofia Figueroa (ERC)  

Forward Operating Bases rely on diesel generation in austere envi-

ronments. On these bases, multiple generators are often not run-

ning at full capacity, resulting in significant energy waste. We are 

seeking to optimize generator usage on these bases to reduce fuel 

consumption and meet power demands.  
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Camera-Laser Synchronization  

Julianna Pereira (ERC)  

Synchronizing camera with Laser SLM to produce identifiable 

images for Machine learning.  

School of  Engineering and Weapons 

An control overlay for a fleet of small marine vessels  

Brett Eckert (ERC)  

In order to expose students to the multitude of different types of 

actuation configurations for marine vessels (such as twin screw, 

single screw with rudder, etc.) without actually building each type 

of vehicle, the focus of this project is to develop and implement a 

control architecture for a small holonomic vessel that would allow 

the mimicking of the movement of any type of marine vessel. Ex-

periments will be conducted within the Surface and Underwater 

Research Facility in Hopper Hall.  

Characterization of Monocopter Performance with Re-

gards to its Airframe Design  

James Anthony (ERCH)  

The monocopter, a samara seed inspired vehicle, is a monowing 

rotorcraft. Previous work in the monocopter field was primarily 

concerned with developing its dynamic model and control tech-

niques. However, in this project investigated and characterized the 

monocopter’s inflight performance due to the alteration of param-

eters such as angle of attack, mass properties, and aspect ratio. We 

demonstrated this through simulation and proof-of-concept ex-

perimentation.  

Robotic Football Team  

Clynton Williams (ERC), Michael Onuoha (ERC)  

In this project we will be constructing a robotic football quarter-

back capable of autonomously identifying a target and accurately 

throwing a pass to the target. The quarterback will be made using 

a jugs machine system that we will use mbed code to run DC mo-

tors to spin the wheels in which the ball will be launched through.  

Robotic Football Team  

Michael Onuoha (ERC), CJ Williams (ERC), Andrew Waldron 

(EME)  

The objective of the overall Robotics Football team was to design 

a team of robots to compete in a collegiate robotic football tour-

nament. The sponsors of the tournament presented a set of rules 

for the game and restrictions to robot design. The objectives for 

the quarterback was to develop a robot capable of throwing 6,12, 

and 18 feet with 75-80% accuracy and compete in all combine 

events available to quarterback.  

Introduction to the Creation of 2D Holograms Using a 

Spatial Light Modulator  

John McCarthy (ERC)  

A Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) is a device that is capable of 

modulating the phase of an incident beam of light. This makes the 

SLM very useful in holography, as the SLM can be used to create a 

2D hologram. However, generating the hologram using the SLM 

requires knowledge of the phase information, when typically only 

the amplitude information is known. This project reviews methods 

for overcoming this issue in the creation of 2D holograms.  

Fabrication of ferromagnetic microrobots via additive 

manufacturing and photolithography  

Amar Viswanathan Viswanathan (ERC)  

Tetherless microrobots is a growing field with novel applications 

in medicine such as targeted drug delivery, minimally invasive bi-

opsy, and imaging. This work builds on Piepmeier et. al. in Uncali-

brated Visual Servo control of Magnetically Actuated Microrobots 

in a Fluid Environment. In Piepmeier et. al, a ferromagnetic nickel 

wedge microrobot translates a 200um manipuland to a desired 

location by using computer controlled electromagnet pairs and 

visual servoing. The objective of this capstone is to demonstrate a 

method for 3D printing ferromagnetic microrobots and micro-

structures using a desktop low force stereolithography 3D printer 

as well as maskless photolithography. These structures will be used 

on the same test bed as Piepmeier et. al and characterized by SEM. 

Shape change capability will also be added to improve manipula-

tion of small objects by the microrobot.  
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Gender & Labor Market Outcome Differentials In the 

United States Navy Officer Corps 

Jatin Khona (FQEH) 

Our thesis explores the key issue of diversity in the US Mili-

tary specifically analyzing career outcomes of Navy and Ma-

rine Corps officers who have graduated from USNA. We 

explore whether or not female graduates from the Naval 

Academy attain post graduate outcomes at the same rates as 

their respective male counterparts. Specifically, we analyze 

retention rates at the 5 year, 10 year, and 20 year or “career” 

marks, years of service midshipmen expect to serve, and 

command selection.  

Grit, Physical Readiness, and Academic Performance 

at the United States Naval Academy 

Madeline Choi (FQEH) 

At USNA, one form of adversity that some must overcome 

is subpar physical or academic performance. Unsatisfactory 

QPRs or failing scores on the Physical Readiness Test can 

negatively impact one's privileges in the subsequent semes-

ter. This study evaluates if grit, measured through one's per-

formance after facing an adverse event in the physical test or 

academic environment, can be fostered through the Acade-

my, or if it is inherent in one's demographic background or 

personality. 

The Order of Play Advantage in Professional Golf 

Riley Domler (FQEH) 

This paper adds to the existing research conducted by Dr. 

Brady and Dr. Insler in 2019. Their paper alayzed the effect 

of the order of play in a playing group in a PGA TOUR golf 

tournament. My paper uses an instrumental variable ap-

proach to overcome an endogeneity problem discovered by 

Dr. Brady and Dr. Insler in their original paper. Their re-

search focused on the order of play effect on par-4 and par-

5 holes, this approach allows me to study the effect on par-3 

holes. 

Department of  Economics Unrest and Arrest:  Alcohol Outlet Density and Violent 

Crime in Baltimore City, Maryland 

Ryan Chapman (FQEH) 

The association between alcohol outlets and crime is deep-

rooted. Identifying a causal effect between the two is the 

goal of this paper. This paper generates Baltimore City-

specific causal estimates of the relationship between alcohol 

outlets and violent crime using the 2015 Baltimore protests 

as a shock to policing patterns. The economic analysis and 

causal estimations have the ability to influence alcohol outlet 

policies in the zoning code rewrite being conducted in Balti-

more City. 

The Impact of Trade at the Local Level 

Joseph Kelly (FQEH) 

I want to study what happens to a variety of economic indi-

cators pertaining to (income, employment and government 

benefits primarily) on the county level when the price of 

trading is changed. 

Peer Effects in Police Use of Force: A Gender Break-

down Analysis 

Melissa Cortese (FQEH) 

This study aims to determine if there is a gender difference 

in the amount of force used by male versus female police 

officers in the Chicago Police Department. Using data col-

lected from the CPD’s Tactical Response Reports (TRR), we 

will study the gender differences in force response to an in-

jured peer officer. 

An Abstract Science: The Art of Economics 

Kristina Dzhandzhapanyan (FQEH) 

A philosophical as well as historical account of economics' 

development as a study. Recognizing economics' existence 

as a social science, foundational economics papers, books 

and account are drawn upon to better guide economics to 

be a more complete field as the bridge between both a sci-

ence and a social study. 
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Lockdown Policies Across the Globe: Country level Re-

sponses to COVID-19 

Joshua S. Lawrence (FQEH) 

As COVID-19 infection rates continue to surge, govern-

ment officials around the world are now more than ever 

being forced to choose between policies that target the 

economy and those that target public health. I am looking to 

see how COVID-19 infection rates have effected policy re-

sponse across countries. 

Analyzing Peer Influence on Midshipmen Spending 

Habits 

Avery Rodts (FQEH) 

The purpose of this research is to contribute to economic 

research as to whether peer groups cause people to make 

similar financial decisions, including a specific focus on how 

gender and race play a role. This phenomenon is sometimes 

referred to as “Keeping up with the Joneses.” Of particular 

interest is whether savings and consumption decisions are 

influenced by peers. 

Shock and Awe: Analyzing the Effects of Electrical In-

frastructure Investment in Iraq 

Andrew Walsh (FQEH) 

We are primarily concerned with levels of violence as the 

dependent variable and the primary control variable of con-

cern is the level of electrical infrastructure spending. Several 

other control variables are introduced such as the infrastruc-

ture investment spending in other categories, district ethnici-

ty, and night light observations as a proxy for economic ac-

tivity. This will contribute to an existing strand of literature 

examining how to best invest in conflict resolution in the 

future. 

Studying the Effects of Peer Influence 

Maxwell Heathco (FQEH) 

At the start of 2/C year, midshipmen are offered a career 

starter loan by NavyFed and USAA. It is a low interest loan 

for $32,000 or $36,000 (depending on who you borrow 

from). This project is aimed at studying the effect your peers 

have on whether or not you take out the loan as well as how 

you allocate the loan (savings, investments, consumption). 
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A Trip Already Taken: Manipulating the Conscious-

ness through Psychedelic Drugs 

Alexandra Appel (HEG) 

This capstone explores the concept and definition of con-

sciousness, and if consciousness is achievable through ma-

nipulation. This capstone questions the ethics behind this 

manipulation of consciousness and if this manipulation 

should only be used for recreational means or if the manipu-

lation can be used for deliberate, more direct, objective 

means. 

The Good, the Bad, and the Immigrant: Américo 

Paredes on the Border of Nationalities and Nations 

Colton Vandermade (HEGH) 

Américo Paredes' George Washington Gómez, a project 

from his youth, includes frequently blunt observations on 

the identity conflict within Mexican Americans at the bor-

der. This novel forecasted the narrative of Paredes’ life: a 

devotion to the study of border culture. The raw prose of 

George Washington Gómez most importantly provides a 

look into a mind devoted to the whole history of the Texan 

Mexican border, but also intimately connected and living 

within its modern era. 

The Texan-Mexican Border: A figurative border be-

tween two languages and the ongoing identity crisis 

Vanessa Perez (HEGH) 

Languages impact identity and the Texan-Mexican border is 

represented as a figurative border between the dialects, 

Spanish and English. Looking closely at the language struc-

ture, the hybrid between Spanish and English in various 

texts, I will show how the forced imposition of English on a 

Spanish-speaking populace creates tension amongst the fig-

urative border. Forcing individuals to choose between two 

identities. Leaving one identity behind or hidden in order to 

be accepted amongst society. 

Department of  English Appropriating Hybridity 

Adam Kuper (HEGH) 

In Gloria Anzaldua's "La Frontera," she describes the 

"Mestiza conscious." The capstone investigates how art, 

specifically music, work to appropriate a cultural hybridity. 

Through art, often a blend of varying origins, helps to di-

minish the elevation of stable, white origins valued by Amer-

ica. Thus, the Mexican poems named "corridos" birth simi-

lar sentiments and retain similar value to that found in Por-

tuguese music known as Fado. 

The Language of Moral Injury in the Vietnam War 

Emma Hutchinson (HEGH) 

PTSD has shaped our current culture’s understanding of 

veterans and their return home. The Vietnam War had no 

such distinct definition or knowledge from civilians, or th 

veterans. The project focuses on the language surrounding 

psychological injury. As language often frames our under-

standing of the world, this project traces similar terms, com-

mon understandings, and systematically map how different 

authors speak of these symptoms. 

American Violence: The Shaping of Modern America 

through a Violent History 

Robert Heideman (HEGH) 

This essay would dive into Cormac McCarthy's Blood Me-

ridian and discuss how the extreme violence depicted in the 

novel is built upon our history as Americans. Our bloody 

past seems to define our identities as Americans and thus 

may dictate our future. This essay would try to understand 

why Americans are so drawn towards violence and what 

this seeming obsession may mean for our future. 

Tex/Mex Literature: The Collective Mestiza Con-

sciousness: Jung in Anzaldua’s Border theory 

Emily Craig (HEGH)   

This paper will explore the similarities between Gloria 

Anzaldua’s Borderlands theory and Jungian theory in order 

to better understand Anzaldua’s mestiza consciousness. 
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The Impact of Texas Literature on the 43rd United 

States Presidency 

Antonia Sayers (HEGH) 

A look into the Texas education curriculum in the 20th cen-

tury and the literature that shaped President George W. 

Bush in his youth. The paper investigates the impact of tra-

ditionally Texas literature and the role it may have played in 

President George W. Bush's decision making process during 

his time in the White House. 

A Cultural Reflection On Consciousness 

Sean Fitzgerald (HEG) 

Using the works studied in this class - books, music and oth-

er relevant sources - I will explore the concept of conscious-

ness as we perceive it in our modern western society. 

The Good Old Days: an Exploration of Trauma and 

Nostalgia in Texas Literature 

Kayla Eshleman (HEGH) 

Sigmund Freud first described different responses to loss in 

his book Mourning and Melancholia. Dominick LaCapra's 

work builds on Freud to distinguish between absence and 

loss. "The Good Old Days: an Exploration of Trauma and 

Nostalgia of Texas Literature" uses both Freud and LaCapra 

as lenses to understand the reminiscent writing of Texan 

authors such as Larry McMurtry and Katherine Anne Porter 

as works of cultural and personal trauma. 

McCarthy's Texas in No Country For Old Men 

Madeleine Sangma (HEGH) 

Cormac McCarthy explores uses the unique and disturbing 

culture at the Texas-Mexican border in the 1980s, tied with 

its deep horrific past of war and violence, to display the 

struggles of humanity and the truth about the murderous 

nature of human beings 

Mycelial Mimcry: A Botanical Psychedelic Experience 

Emily Craig (HEG) 

I will explore the ways pyschedleic drugs enhance our un-

derstanding of plant intelligence and offer us a plant’s eye 

Exploring Topics of the Mind & Consciousness in 

Hunter S. Thompson's Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas 

Ethan Valk (HEG) 

I plan to examine topics of consciousness and the impact of 

mind-enhancing drugs on the human mind as described in 

Hunter S. Thompson's Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. I 

plan to focus on specific passages and broader themes 

found throughout the novel. This will include an exploration 

of possible takeaways from this text and how they might 

relate to other novels of this same genre and time period. 

The names and the Nameless 

Zibby Harvey (HEGH) 

My paper will delve into the implication of the names of the 

characters in Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian 

Theological Archetypes in McCarthy’s Blood Meridian.  

Alex Rudison (HEGH) 

In American author Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridi-

an, the character, Judge, is sculpted from a diverse set of 

religious and mythological traditions. A synthesis of the 

many different theological archetypes Judge fulfills allows for an 

insightfully chaotic reading of the character. 

. 
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Hoplite and Horse Archer: An Analysis of Greco-

Bactrian Warfare 

Paul Kelley (HHSH) 

This project used archaeological evidence to reconstruct the 

military of Greco-Bactria, an ancient Greek kingdom located 

in present day Afghanistan. This reconstruction was then 

used as part of a larger discussion about cultural interaction 

and identity at the fringes of the Greek world. 

The Threat of Violence: The Shift in 19th Century 

American Naval Diplomacy 

Karl Troyer (HHSH) 

Throughout the 19th Century, American naval forces were 

at the forefront of diplomacy and foreign relations around 

the world. Using the personal documents of Commodore 

John Henry Aulick, stored in the Nimitz Library Special 

Collections, analysis of differing diplomatic strategies during 

that time is possible. Particularly in comparison with Com-

modore Matthew C. Perry and his militaristic approach to 

the Japanese Expedition, it is clear that officers like Aulick 

favored more peaceful methods. 
Andrew Carnegie: The Rise of the Industrial-Frontier 

Hero in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 

Nicholas Franchuk (HHSH) 

This project analyzes the hero lifecycle of Andrew Carnegie 

and his creation of the industrial-frontier hero in the Gilded 

Age and Progressive era. The closing of the western frontier 

fostered an environment where the development of the ur-

ban, industrial hero could begin. Furthermore, the Home-

stead Strike of 1892 is the climactic event in which Carne-

gie's hero making process was put on display by way of his 

public relations efforts. 

Department of  History Hunters in the Marsh: Evaluating the Navy-Marine 

Corps Role in the Second Seminole War (1835-1842) 

Justin Rosas (HHSH/FPS) 

One of the longest sustained conflicts in American history, 

the Second Seminole War's complex dynamics challenged 

the military to evolve its approach to warfighting. Spear-

heading the enforcement of Jackson’s Indian Removal Act, a 

small Navy & Marine Corps force was tasked with appre-

hending Seminole natives deep within the Florida Ever-

glades. Fielding an unconventional, joint mindset, this 

“Mosquito Fleet” of riverine raiders pioneered methods that 
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Perspectives on the War in Syria 

Franklin Shew (FLA), Melinda Liao (FLA) 

This research will show the disparities between individuals’ 

views, social media perspectives, and news reports on cer-

tain aspects of the war in Syria (2011-present). We will be 

conducting interviews, researching articles from a variety of 

sources based in different countries, and scouring social me-

dia platforms for opinions, particularly those of notable fig-

ures, expressed on these matters.  

A Comparative Analysis of Depictions of Poverty in 

North African and Levantine Literature 

Khalil Martínez (FLA) 

Poverty and its associated experiences are a common exam-

ple of the types of trauma that inspire people to create art 

and literature about their lived experiences. This is no differ-

ent in the Arab world where approximately 6% of people 

live on less than $2 a day according to the UN. This project 

aims to analyze the ways those experiences of poverty ex-

press themselves in the literature of North Africa and the 

Levant. 

. 

Overseas Filipino Workers in the Arabian Gulf 

Glennalyn Ajero (FLA) 

This project explores the lives of Filipino Migrant Workers 

in the Arabian Gulf, their reasons for migration and their 

experience overseas. These experiences will include labor 

and gender-based issues and will analyze how both the Phil-

ippine government and respective Gulf countries address 

problems with overseas labor. 

Department of  Languages and Cultures 

The Economic Left and Right in an Arab-Islamic Con-

text 

Matthew Grueninger (FLA/FPS) 

After World War II, the Arab world experienced an ideolog-

ical conflict known as the Arab Cold War. The purpose of 

my project is to analyze and compare the competing ideolo-

gies and examine the religious and philosophical justifica-

tions used. Specifically, I compare the right-wing monar-

chies of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait with the left-wing repub-

lics of Libya and the Levant. 

Uprooting Islamic Extremism 

Joe Trechter (FLA) 

This project focuses on the underlying causes behind the 

phenomenon of Western men and women leaving their 

home countries to join ISIS. The paper analyzes case studies 

of individuals who joined ISIS to synthesize common fac-

tors that contributed to their joining an extremist group. It 

also considers ways for the international community to up-

root the ideologies that fuel extremist movements to stop 

new ones from springing up as others are defeated. 

The Paths to Power for Revolutionary Movements 

Victor Carrillo (FLA) 

Revolutionary movements were a common sight in the 20th 

century, and their frequency only increased after the Second 

World War. This project aims to compare select revolution-

ary movements in the Middle East and Latin America during 

the Cold War with a focus on their contrasting methods to 

obtain power and justifications. 

. 
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The Crisis in Yemen: Optimizing Humanitarian Re-

source Allocation 

Jonathan Lackey (SMO/FLA) 

Yemen has experienced the worst humanitarian crisis of the 

past decade as a result of severe economic shortages and 

ongoing civil war. The United Nations sends aid to Yemen 

annually, however these humanitarian relief efforts are often 

disrupted by corrupt officials, destruction from the war, and 

looting. By using optimization techniques to determine how 

the UN should best allocate their funding, I seek to optimize 

the number of lives saved through their relief efforts. 

 اللغة العربية

Evelyn Berecz (FLA) 

Scholars have argued about the relationship between lan-

guage and culture for many years. This project aims to high-

light these connections in the Arab World through various 

representations of the Arabic language and writing system 

including Said Akl’s written “Lebanese Language”, the 

“Arabizi'' system used on the internet, and the Maronite 

Garshuni. Each of these representations of Arabic help de-

fine unique subcultures within the Arab World due to their 

ability to unite certain groups. 

Armenians and the Preservation of Identity in the Mid-

dle Eastern Diaspora 

Adam Moore (HHS/FLA) 

This research will identify the different ways Armenians pre-

serve their culture and identity in the diaspora, specifically in 

the Middle East, as a result of the Armenian genocide. It will 

draw from journal articles, songs, books, and even inter-

views with Armenian family members, to show the major 

role that language, religion, music, and literature have played 

in the negotiation and continuity of the Armenian identity 

and traditions. 

Street Children of Morocco: Understanding the Rea-

sons for Abandonment 

Madison Manock (FLA) 

There is a longstanding issue throughout the Middle East 

with the number of orphaned children left to live in the 

streets. Many children turn to drug use, scavenge for food, 

or are abducted by adults and used as a pity tactic when beg-

ging for money. This project will focus on the children of 

Morocco and uncover the deeply rooted generational-

persisting issue in the economic, social, and political realms. 
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Regional Repercussions: How Interventions Influence 

the Diplomatic Relationship between States 

William Donohoe (FPSH) 

This study explores how interventions influence the diplo-

matic relationship between the intervening state and the tar-

get state's neighbors. Existing literature about interventions 

tends to focus on the effects interventions have on the tar-

get state. This focus, however, overlooks the broader region-

al consequences of interventions. Therefore, this study aims 

to expand the study of interventions' consequences, adding 

an important perspective to the debate about them. 

Political Psychology of the 2020 Election 

Chelsey Edwards (FPS) 

This project dives into the political psychology of the 2020 

election. Specifically, MIDN Edwards researches the voter 

turnout rate amidst people with significant BIS & BAS sen-

sitivities and whether COVID threatens the way they vote. 

Department of  Political Science 

The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue 

Quinn O'Loaje (FPS/FQE) 

Paper provides a brief historical overview of recent Chinese 

history, of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue itself, and of 

relations between the PRC and the members of the Quad. It 

constructs a grand strategy for the Biden Administration in 

dealing with China and the Quad. The paper recommends 

actionable items for the administration to pursue in the Indo

-Pacific. The paper encourages strategic competition with 

China, with notable exceptions necessitating international 

cooperation. 

Electoral Systems, Social Mobilization, and Impeach-

ments 

John Elkins (FPS) 

This study tests the theory that citizens in proportional rep-

resentation systems will be more likely to protest the execu-

tive than citizens in majoritarian electoral systems. My theo-

ry asserts that this increased likelihood to protest will then 

lead to increased success for impeachment attempts in these 

systems. This is tested by conducting comparative analysis 

on electoral, protest, and impeachment data collected from 

Preparing for the Next War: A Case Study on NATO in 

Afghanistan 

Garret Traggorth (FPS) 

This paper looks closely at the lessons learned from 

NATO's fight in Afghanistan to examine whether irregular 

conflicts will remain a core capability of NATO's fighting 

forces as western powers shift their focus to near-peer ad-

versaries. 

. 

Grand Strategy, New START, and the Next Steps for 

Comprehensive Arms Control  

Matthew Kittelson (FPS) 

The Biden Administration's extension of New START pro-

vides an opportunity to begin negotiations on new, com-

prehensive arms control. While many hope for a multilat-

eral agreement, a resurgent Russia and Chinese reluctance 

for arms control necessitates a precedent-setting, Russian-

American bilateral treaty to pave the way for future multi-

lateral cooperation  
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Enzymatic Synthesis of Mycobacterial L,D-

Transpeptidase Substrates 

Taylor Forrester (SCB), Hannah Ortiz (SCB), Madison Peterson 

(SCH)  

Mycobacterial species are highly resistant to commonly prescribed 

antibiotics largely because of their unique cell wall and differential-

ly crosslinked peptidoglycan (PG) layer. L,D-transpeptidase (Ldt) 

enzymes play integral roles in synthesizing PG and are therefore 

therapeutic targets. Here, we describe the enzymatic synthesis of 

putative Ldt substrates in order to better understanding the physi-

ological roles of Ldts such that we can design novel antibiotics 

that target these enzymes. 

Acute Blood Lactate Response to Interval Exercise 

with Compression and Cooling 

Marina Lazarides (SCH), Isabella Penkwitz (SCH) 

This is an acute response study designed to investigate the muscu-

lar response to interval exercise with compression and cooling. We 

evaluate acute objective physiological markers, such as lactate lev-

els and heart rate, throughout a workout with compression and 

cooling and compare them to the control session without com-

pression and cooling. 

Nerve Agent Destruction and Energetic Materials 

Madison Jones (SCH), Turner Morse (SCH), Crawford Smith 

(SCH), Michelle Therianos (SCH)  

This project focused on two distinct areas: 1) Synthesis and char-

acterization of novel metal organic frameworks (MOFs) for the 

degradation of nerve agents and 2) Synthesis and testing of novel 

boron containing materials for ballistic missile propellants. 

Synthesis of Biodiesel and Properties of Mixtures with 

Aviation Fuel 

Michael Hamilton (SCH), Rhea Banados (SCH)  

Biodiesel was synthesized from corn oil, olive oil, bacon grease, 

and other sources and characterized and quantified using gas chro-

matography. The densities, viscosities, speeds sound, and flash 

points of the biodiesels along with their mixtures with military jet 

fuel, JP-5, were measured and compared to military specifications 

to determine when the mixtures are out of specification. 

Copper-Catalyzed Etherification of Aryl Halides via 

Concurrent Tandem Catalysis 

Claire Holmvik (SCH)  

The design of a microwave-assisted, concurrent tandem catalytic 

(CTC) methodology for the copper-catalyzed etherification of aryl 

bromides and aryl chlorides is proposed. In the CTC methodolo-

gy, aryl bromides and aryl chlorides are transformed into a more 

reactive aryl iodide before undergoing etherification. Optimization 

of the reaction conditions for etherification of aryl iodides under 

microwave heating is presented. 
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Hydrolysable Tannins of Northern Red Oaks: Isolation 

and Identification 

Andrew Mitchell (SCH) 

This experiment seeks to quantify and characterize the tannic pro-

file of the Northern red oak by separating chemical components 

of the leaves and identifying significant hydrolyzable tannins. 

Effects of Red Oak Tannins on the Growth and Behav-

ior of Gypsy Moth Larvae 

Hazel Acosta (SCH), Caitlyn Thompson (SCH) 

In a series of laboratory experiments, gypsy moth larvae ate less, 

gained less weight, and moved around more when eating an artifi-

cial diet treated with tannins from red oak leaves. Most likely, 

when red oak trees increase their chemical defenses in response to 

gypsy moth feeding, this causes larvae to move more among 

leaves, increasing their exposure to the virus that kills them and 

thus ultimately causing the population to crash. 

Performance of Inhibitors for pH-Induced Electrode 

Potential Corrosion Control of Aluminum Alloys 

Sophia Schramm (SCH) 

Aluminum alloys have coatings containing anti-corrosion agents. 

A type of inhibition is pH-induced electrode potential control. The 

critical pH is where protection occurs. The potency of this protec-

tion mechanism will depend on the aluminum alloy of interest and 

the inhibitor deployed in the coating. Electrochemical testing will 

determine the critical pH of aluminum alloys 2024 and 7075. The 

corrosion inhibition of Cerium for pH-induced electrode potential 

control is tested in 5 wt% NaCl. 

Developing a HPLC-UV Analysis of B-Vitamins for   

IL Laboratories 

Kimberly Moran (SCH) 

This project’s objective is to develop an accurate, cost-effective, 

and quick HPLC-UV analysis to simultaneously detect various 

types of B-vitamins (i.e. folic acid, riboflavin, and thiamine). The 

resulting analytical method will be formed into a new undergradu-

ate-level lab for use in the integrated lab curriculum at USNA. The 

lab will work to both train midshipmen in the HPLC-UV instru-

mental process and clarify the relationship between chemical 

structure and chemical analysis of B-vitamins. 

Changing the Ligand Specificity of a Riboswitch from 

Guanine to Hypoxanthine 

Mimi Chin (SCH), Ann Jackson (SCH) 

We are using in vitro selection to change the specificity of a ri-

boswitch from guanine to hypoxanthine. We will discuss our at-

tempts to solve some technical issues associated with this project. 

School of  Mathematics and Science 
Assessment of Clicker Use in a General Chemistry 

Course 

Lauren McDonnell (SCH), Daniel Midgette (SCH) 

Our research investigates student learning through the use of in-

stant polling, otherwise known as “clickers.” We investigate how a 

student's confidence level correlates with their correctness in an-

swering clicker questions. A student is considered “calibrated” if 

they can accurately predict their achievement on a question. Cali-

bration is important because it can indicate if a student utilizes 

metacognition, and provide insight into their level of understand-

ing. 

Computational Investigation of Aryl Amide Linkages 

Torrance Kang (SCH) 

Aryl amides are a class of organic compounds that have relevance 

to biomolecules , pharmaceuticals, and materials. X-ray crystallo-

graphic studies show variations in aryl amide torsion angles and 

other structural features. The structures of multiple molecules will 

be explored with computational chemistry to compare the intrinsic 

structures, as predicted by density functional theory (DFT) for the 

molecules in isolation, to that observed in the crystal. 

.   

Investigating the Structure of Cold Microbiomes 

Caitlyn Koo (SCH), Logan Treaster (SCH) 

The microbiome of Arctic rivers and temperate rivers during win-

ter is of interest as a unique collection of organisms adapted to 

psychrophilic conditions. We characterized these communities by 

culture-based and targeted, unbiased metagenomic identification 

and taxonomic analysis. Preliminary analysis shows significant 

differences in taxonomic distribution by location independent of 

headwater origin, and potential links to the hydrology and/or geo-

chemistry of the watersheds. 
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Developing Vanadium-Oxygen Clusters as Precursors 

for Multi-Metal Oxide Nanocrystal Synthesis 

Lucas Johnson (SCH) 

Multinary metal oxides containing vanadium are promising semi-

conductor materials for driving redox reactions with visible light. 

A dearth of molecular precursors limits current access to nano-

crystals (NCs) of multinary oxides that contain vanadium. We 

develop anionic vanadium-oxygen clusters as precursors for NC 

synthesis. The clusters structurally resemble fragments of the ex-

tended solids, and when linked together, may provide a pathway to 

the target materials. 

Implementing Resiliency in Exact Matrix Calculations 

Harrison Ray (SIT) 

Matrix multiplication is useful in various scientific fields and 

comes up in computation relatively frequently. Calculating matri-

ces is a computationally intensive task however, and when errors 

occur, calculating the corrected product is a costly undertaking. 

This project aims to implement a recent algorithm to correct ma-

trix products more efficiently than simply recalculating the entire 

product. 

Collaborative Intrusion Detection System 

Patrick Bishop (SCS), Laylon Mokry (SCS), Jose Quiroz (SCS), 

Paul Slife (SCS/SIT) 

This collaborative intrusion detection systems (CIDS) attempts to 

provide a decentralized network intrusion detection system where-

by various organizations can share network data with each other 

for better network threat detection. The CIDS' aim is to protect an 

organization's data privacy and security, while allowing the sharing 

of data; in order to maintain the privacy of each client's clustered 

data, this CIDS uses horizontally partitioned additive secret shar-

ing and differential privacy. 

Network Visualization for MARFOR Cyberspace Dom-

inance 

Kate Asaro (SCS), Grace Rost (SIT), James Hartley (SCS) 

MARDOM is an application intended to provide useful analytics 

and intelligence from the JRSS data stored in BDP CHAOS via 

interactive network visualization techniques. A successful project 

will result in our application being integrated into the current 

CHAOS instance as a prototype for future developments and the 

development of task abstraction and design guidelines directly 

from the cyber operator. 

Lucky Mail 

Harrison Bleckley (SIT), Hunter Hickman (SIT), Richard Jin (SCS), 

Darius Nwokike (SCS), Jake Rotzler (SCS) 

Lucky Mail is an application designed to be used by the Naval 

Academy mailroom staff. This application utilizes an Android 

scanning API to extract data from package labels in order to alert 

a Midshipman via email that they have a package that is waiting to 

be picked up, as well as schedule midshipmen a time to retrieve 

their package. This project aims to help the mailroom process in-

coming packages at a faster rate as well as prevent midshipmen 

from waiting in lines to retrieve mail. 
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Goal Oriented Autonomous Analysis Bot 

Cameron Berger (SCS), Melanie Simpson (SIT), Donald Jones 

(SCS), Grace Marino (SCS), Sean Moriarty (SCS/SIT) 

The Goal Oriented Autonomous Analysis Bot (GOAAB) is an 

ensemble of AI methods and tasks driven by reinforcement learn-

ing. GOAAB aggregates datasets, and runs through available ma-

chine learning modules for data engineering and classification to 

discover patterns and features, with the end goal being to detect 

and identify threatening behavior on a network as accurately as 

possible or classify any input dataset. 

Fit the Weather 

Ahmed Lachgar (SCS/FLA), Ryan McGannon (SCS), Grant 

Swift (SCS/SIT), Peter Veltigian (SCS/SIT) 

Fit the Weather is an exercise tracker that incorporates weather 

data and individual workout habits to make recommendations for 

future workouts. The project uses machine learning to provide 

recommendations at the user's request, either as the best time and 

nearby location to perform a desired workout or the best workout 

for a desired time and location. 

USNA Chatbot 

John Feng (SCS), Grace Graham (SCS), Blake Hayden (SCS), 

Samuel Kim (SCS/SIT), Dominick Wallace (SCS) 

This project focuses on creating a computer program that can 

produce English text in order to interact with a human user. The 

goal will be for the chatbot to answer questions for anyone inter-

ested in the USNA CS and IT departments, and possibly broad 

questions about USNA as a whole. Natural language processing 

will be used to match user input to example questions and provide 

appropriate responses. 

What’s Apppppp, USNA? Developing the definitive 

USNA Application 

Jack Brosnan (SCS), R.J. Babiera (SCS), Ricardo Carrasco (SCS), 

Graham Daker (SCS) 

This project entails developing a user-friendly application for both 

Android and iOS that supports the mission of MFSD, NABSD, 

NAAA, the AcDean Department, and the Bancroft Hall CoC. The 

application will provide essential information to Midshipmen and 

other USNA employees, to include King Hall menus, sports team 

rosters and results, weather, and scheduling services. 
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"What's App, USNA?" 

Thomas Dias (SCS), Patrick Gallagher (SIT), Won Jong (SCS), 

Tim Kim (SCS) 

This project creates a mobile application that will provide Mid-

shipmen with access to information about meals, events on the 

Yard, phone contacts, weather, Navy Sports, and NABSD. Fur-

thermore, this project’s objective is to establish better communica-

tion flow among Midshipmen, similar to the “e-SUPPO” app cur-

rently used by the Supply Dept. The customer’s main focus for 

this app is to draw information from pre-existing databases and 

workflows. 

Gold Star Teen Adventures Database 

Jonathan Gabriel (SCS), Nick Novak (SIT), Holly Koerwer (SIT), 

Danny Kim (SIT), Joseph Bandasrivera (SIT) 

Gold Star Teen Adventures is a nonprofit organization seeking a 

web-based system to facilitate their program. Our project will pro-

vide a more advanced and streamlined system for the GSTA web-

site and allow a user to create an account to store personal infor-

mation, view information about GSTA adventures, or apply for 

these adventures. Our project will also allow the creation of admin 

accounts, that can be used to organize, create and plan adventures 

for the teen accounts maintained in our database. 

Computer Science Information Chatbot: i.e The Chad-

bot 

Gregory Polmatier (SCS/SIT), Jess Lonettie (SIT), Josh Kim (SCS), 

David Toussaint (SCS), Enzo Signorelli (SCS) 

ChadBot aims to provide a means for receiving information on the 

Computer Science Department at the Naval Academy through a 

chatbot interface. Plebes attending Cyber class in Hopper Hall will 

come across our Kiosk and there they will be able to ask questions 

about computer science. The ChadBot will be an effective com-

puter science recruitment tool because while it answers questions 

about the major it also serves as a demonstration of what is possi-

ble with an education in computer science. 
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SAPR APP 

Jaxon Harris (SCS), Alex Hernandez (SCS), Mackenzie Hirth 

(SIT), Grace Hove (SCS), Kendall Johnson (SCS), Darby Maguire 

(SCS) 

This project requires us to develop an app to help educate and 

eliminate sexual assault at the Naval Academy. By providing an 

easily-accessible technical resource for the Brigade we can improve 

the safety and well-being of Midshipmen across the Brigade. We 

will offer four main valuable functions: an “Expect Me” function, 

a “Time to Leave” function, a “Find Me a Ride” function, and an 

interactive SAPR resource center that offer useful tools to combat 

sexual assault. 

Autonomous Threat Hunting 

Sean Bowman (SCS), Ethan Dupre (SCS), Brody Jenkins (SCS), 

Matt Ransom (SCS) 

The goal of this project is to determine threats coming into our 

network by employing our software in a passive manner, and 

simply listening in on traffic, as well as the analysis of static .pcap 

files. As we collect more data and see trends and patterns in possi-

ble threats, we will be able to report to an administrator the type 

of threat the software is perceiving and the severity of the threat. 

We will use supervised learning models to train our software to 

detect threats. 

AudRI: Audio Recognition Interface 

Franchette Allarey (SCS), Audrey Hollis (SCS), Tiffany Johnstone 

(SCS), Kamila Lamud (SCS) 

AudRI (Audio Recognition Interface) is a sound classification 

model deployable to Android devices. Given a sound file or fed a 

live audio recording, AudRI will provide the user with a classifica-

tion of a song based on genre, and potentially artist, decade, and 

mood, or a nature sound. As reach goals, the user will accept or 

correct the classification, and after reaching a threshold number of 

classifications, these results will be used to update and retrain the 

model. 

AudRI: Audio Recognition Interface 

Kamila Lamud (SCS) 

The Audio Recognition Interface (AudRI) is an app deployment 

of an audio learning-model that takes in live sound feed or audio 

files and creates labels based on the audio input. These labels will 

focus on genre. The focus of AudRI is song classification, with 

stretch goals of nature sounds classification and retraining based 

on corrections of mislabeled sound clips. 

Search Engine for Data Mining and Labeling 

Cayla Hannibal (SCY), Kendell Louis (SCS), Barnave Seguy 

(SCY), Tyreek King-El (SCY) 

Our project consists of attempting to prove that incorporating the 

users within the development of an application, increases user 

trust and value of the application. We will do this by harnessing 

the “Ikea Effect” for the development and testing of a new appli-

cation for use in text mining and data mining fields. Our design 

includes, researching explainable AI and applying our product to 

more effectively label data based on specific patterns found on our 

neural network. 

Drone-Applied Cardio E-Sports  

Yusuf Ahmad Azani (SCY), Amy Hoang (SCY), John Schoenewolf 

(SCY), Mary-Margaret West (SCY)  

Since their start in the 2000s, E-Sports have risen in popularity. 

Recreational usage of drones have also become more readily avail-

able over the past century. This project aims to create a strategic, 

cardiovascular E-Sport, integrating drone technology and a versa-

tile playing field. This will produce a fully functional recreational E

-Sport game where players are tested on a strategic and physical 

level. The data accumulated will aid in bridging the gap between 

cyberspace and physical activity.  
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MidTrade: Online Commerce Store for Midshipmen 

Eduardo Gomez (SCS), Thomas Savarese (SCS), Chloe Bryan 

(SCS), Titus Kilpatrick (SIT) 

MidTrade will be an online marketplace for Midshipmen to buy 

and sell items. Midshipmen will also be able to bid on items. The 

website will support an email notification system so that buyers 

can coordinate with the seller. The web interface will support an 

interactive and intuitive user interface to make it simple and easy 

to use. This system will connect buyers to sellers in the Brigade of 

Midshipmen. 

Homomorphic Encryption for Real-Time Audio 

Sam Laney (SCS) 

Audio signals for teleconferencing applications are most often 

mixed "in the clear," meaning the signals are unencrypted. This 

proposes a privacy risk as the mixing server could listen in and 

collect conversation metadata. We propose a scheme that makes 

use of homomorphic encryption, allowing audio mixing opera-

tions to be performed on encrypted signals. We plan to later im-

plement this scheme into a full application. 

Human Factors in China's Undeclared War on the 

American 

Ryan Grady (SCY), Camille Madion (SCY), Jarren Peng (SCY), 

Brittny Price (SCY) 

We will be analyzing the human-factor related issues correlated to 

China's rampant attacks on the US Private Sector and make corre-

sponding policy recommendations. The two primary areas of in-

terest are: (1) intellectual property theft of critical traditional pri-

vate sector companies producing software and technology, as well 

as government contractors, and (2) the role of academia. 

Caught in the Geofence 

Monet Salazar (SCY), Mary Sullivan (SCY), David Tegtmeyer 

(SCY) 

An exploratory investigation on geofencing as an emerging surveil-

lance technology. In this paper, the usage of geofencing is evaluat-

ed as it pertains to the Fourth Amendment. The argument focuses 

on probable cause and particularity while bringing in legislative 

decisions to support the case. 

Building an App Safe From Vulnerabilities 

Kelvin Li (SCY), CJ Lagat (SCY), Megan Reardon (SCY) 

We decided to take on the challenge of creating a app while taking 

proactive security measures during development. There’s an issue 

of creating apps that are convenient, but sacrifices the security of 

the app. We are going to create an app that is secure as well as 

help users development safe habits. 

Social Engineering and Tailgating 

Claire Garcia (SCY), Margaret Lane (SCY), Sarah Osborne 

(SCY), Bartholomew Winn (SCY) 

Tailgating, a form of social engineering, is a major security risk in 

both the military and civilian sector. Utilizing the unique environ-

ment here at the United States Naval Academy our team analyzed 

instances of tailgating to determine the influence of relative au-

thority in tailgating. The results from this study will be the first real 

data collection in a field that has largely been based on assumption 

and not been thoroughly examined in published studies to date. 

Drone application to ultimate tag  

Andrew,Shashin (SCY), John, Reynolds (SCY), Celine, Tannous 

(SCY)  

Our group wants to create a cardiovascular e-sport that will help 

train younger kids. The goal of this game is to integrate drone use 

into a sport. We want to get the younger generation that are sur-

rounded by technology to apply those skills to a physically de-

manding sport. This will hopefully raise kids who are both experi-

enced in drone use and are fit. 
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Analysis of the Legal Requirements Following Private 

Sector Data Breaches 

Helena (Lainie) Seijas (SCY), Allysin Marsico (SCY), Dawson 

Oliver (SCY) 

There are currently no national law requiring procedures following 

data breaches in the private sector, but 50 state laws. Additionally, 

there is no law requiring the private sector to abide by specific 

security practices to ensure security measures were applied, and 

the damage of a data breaches is mitigated to the smallest extent 

possible. Our paper analyzes existing legislature, federal proposals, 

and professional security frameworks to make a recommendation 

on a law and breach management. 

Internet Access in Public Education Systems: What is 

the Government's Role? 

Julia Boykin (SCY), Jessica Ennis (SCY), Abby McGinn (SCY) 

This paper argues that Internet Access inequality across America 

existed before the COVID-19 pandemic and its true nature was 

exposed as a result of the widespread transition to online learning 

environments. It confirms that the government has the ability to 

and should assume an obligation to ensure equal Internet Access 

for all public education systems. It explores a way U.S. leaders can 

prioritize American schoolchildren and implement a plan to en-

sure better Internet Access for all. 

School of  Mathematics and Science 

Data Visualization for Network Security (BARK) 

Carlos Gallardo (SCY), Tina Li (SCY/FLC), Luke Lightner 

(SCY), Alex Tum (SCY) 

Our goal was to create a web GUI that visualizes host packet data 

by analyzing, parsing, and storing the data on the server side, and 

displaying the data in a simple format for the non-technical user, 

so that they may better defend against cyber threats on their ma-

chine and thus inside their network. With the Basic Alert and Re-

sponse Kit (BARK), users can monitor their network traffic, re-

ceive alerts of abnormal behavior, and report those unusual behav-

iors to IT personnel in their network. 

Computer Vision Aided Drone Application for Tactical 

Level Movements 

Sang Bae (SCY), Abhishek Gorti (SCY), Bobby Wall (SCY) 

We intend to create a computer-aided drone application for tacti-

cal-level operations to contribute to improved intelligence, recon-

naissance, and surveillance We intend to create a computer-aided 

drone application for tactical-level operations to improved intelli-

gence, reconnaissance, and surveillance capabilities for military 

ground units. 

Analysis of Solid State Drive Firmware Using Reverse 

Engineering 

Sim Bowden (SCY), Dawson Eldred (SCY), Brendan Henry (SCY) 

Solid state drives are increasingly used as storage devices for con-

sumer products. Many of these SSDs rely on hardware encryption 

to secure data confidentiality and integrity. The research in this 

project contributes to the challenge against the notion that hard-

ware encryption is sufficiently secure. 

Student Security Awareness 

Ariana McKenzie (SCY), Karoline Nease (SCY), Grace Vandegrift 

(SCY) 

The goal of our Capstone is to research how security behaviors 

differ between midshipmen and other college students. We exam-

ine the different social cultures using pre-existing, as well as data 

collected from our survey, to extrapolate the data points and draw 

conclusions about what factors of security principles the subjects 

focus on. Our main objective is to study the different security be-

haviors and see if they attribute to the cultural surroundings/social 

norms of each selection pool. 

Evading Facial Recognition 

Yanisse Berroteran (SCY), Joseph Lecher (SCY), Amy Luttges 

(SCY), Juliet Yu (SCY) 

To aid the potential future development of a physical item that 

could tactically protect an individual from facial recognition detec-

tion or aid to employ a cyber attack on adversary cameras. 

Analysis of Social Media Techniques Used to Manipu-

late the 2020 Election 

Ezrah Itkowsky (SCY), Ryan Serrato (SCY), Genadi Shamugia 

(SCY), Jackson Stallone (SCY) 

Our group analyzed data from Twitter to understand how certain 

groups could have attempted to manipulate the 2020 election. 

Sentiment analysis, WordCloud, and Social network graphing were 

used to visualize the content and reach of their messages. We also 

had to take into account the numerous policy changes Twitter 

made after the 2016 election and how it affected election tamper-

ing via social media. 
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Between a Rock and a Hard Trace: The Security of 

Contact Tracing Bluetooth Technology 

Megan Fields (SCY), Tyler Kim (SCY), Gavin Mattiace (SCY), 

Ritchi Ramananandro (SCY) 

The COVID-19 Pandemic has given rise to several methods of 

conducting contact tracing via phones, led by Google and Apple. 

We are examining the security of these methods and of the tech-

nology as a whole. By conducting a variant of a replay attack, we 

can demonstrate whether or not this technology is vulnerable to 

adversaries who may want to spread false information about 

COVID infected rates in the United States. 

Evaluation of the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certifi-

cation 

Molly Swiger (SCY), Nicholas Walden (SCY) 

This project aims to research corporate cybersecurity risk via an 

evaluation of CMMC. We hope to identify what policies and prac-

tices are not included and discover where the model can be im-

proved upon. We hope to add our perspective as military service-

members and consumers of defense industrial base products to aid 

in our evaluation. 

Preventing COVID-19 from Infecting your Business 

Security 

AJ Douglas (SCY), Andre Hichue (SCY), Savannah Pankow 

(SCY), Paul Schartung (SCY) 

Our goal is to arm small businesses with information on how to 

best secure their networks and systems due to the rise in cyber 

attacks stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic. We plan to ac-

complish this by analyzing the types and number of attacks affect-

ing local businesses the most, as well as reviewing existing security 

protocols in order to develop a cost-effective, understandable 

training solution. 

Application of Cyberspace Solarium Commission Rec-

ommendations 

Kam Chumley-Soltani (SCY), Brendan Reilly (SCY), Jose Aguirre 

(SCY) 

This capstone project will involve working in tandem with the 

CSC to validate/test a subset of the recommendations outlined in 

their March 2020 report. Specifically, we took the recommenda-

tion of creating a Bureau of Cyber Statistics and wrote how exactly 

this proposal would be implemented into American Society, its 

benefits, data submission requirements, privacy and security struc-

ture, and how it will increase collaboration between the public and 

private sectors. 

Developing a Python Toolkit to Analyze Twitter Data-

bases for Detecting Potential Influence Campaigns 

Erick Aranda (SCY), Lorne Beerman (SCY), Jonathan Gill (SCY) 

We aim to develop a suite of cyber tools using Python in order to 

identify and characterize potential influence campaigns on Twitter. 

We created this toolkit to accomplish four main types of analysis: 

trend analysis, keyword analysis, sentiment analysis, and overall 

similarity of tweets using natural language processing. While these 

programs may not definitively identify influence operations in 

cyberspace, it can certainly be a great addition for the cyber ana-

lyst's toolkit. 
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F/A-18E/F Maintenance Data Visualization 

Tommy Goodridge (SMO), Allison Goodpaster (SMO), Alexis Pa-

dar (SMO), Matthew DeSantis (SMO) 

Working with the CNAF Force Readiness Analytics Group 

(FRAG), we developed visualization software for F/A-18 mainte-

nance actions. We analyzed maintenance data and built a visualiza-

tion tool, using Python and Altair, that allows for an interactive 

display on user command, giving decision makers data to facilitate 

better assignment of maintainers to complete tasking. Using our 

visualizations, leadership can minimize downtime for F/A-18’s 

resulting in better mission capable trends. 
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Optimization of Vulnerability Patching with Machine 

Learning 

Jonathan Goohs (SCY), Ray Mier (SCY), Paul Deist (SMO) 

Different metrics such as the effort required to patch the vulnera-

bility, danger level of the vulnerability, cost to patch the vulnera-

bilities, and quantity of systems on the network must be evaluated 

in order to realistically relate the decisions when assessing patch 

planning on a network. This data from a network, including ma-

chines on a network, their relation, and the vulnerabilities of the 

machines on the network are factored in to make decisions about 

first moves to secure a network. 

Satellite Antenna Vulnerability Assessment 

Anthony Perry (SCY), Byron Gallagher (SCY), Ian Flynn (SCY) 

With the growing importance of satellite communications, our 

Capstone group performed a vulnerability analysis on ground-

station antennas. We analyzed the AC4100 antenna control unit 

produced by VIA-SAT using a consequence driven cyber in-

formed engineering approach. We used both open source and 

proprietary knowledge to build our understanding of our system. 

Our research discusses our discoveries, and recommended solu-

tions to combat intrusions. 

Cybercrime's Economic Impact During A National 

Crisis 

Conner Hyden (SCY), Monte Guess (SCY) 

Analyzing the impact of cybercrime on current and former nation-

al crisis. A critical view on how the attack vectors have changed 

over time and evolution. 

Drone Silencer 

Matthew Fahnestock (SCY), Aaron Noller (SCY) 

The goal of our project is, using a speaker, we will produce the 

180 degree phase shift of the noise output of the motor and rotors 

in order to create a directed noise cancellation. With this, the 

drone could be used for undetected close proximity monitoring of 

a target. 

Automated Cyber Kill Chains Scoring For a Shipboard 

Navigation System 

William Cheshire (SCY), Alec Loehr (SCY), Luke Loehr (SCY), 

Jonah Ong (SCY) 

Automate and visualize Lockheed Martin's Cyber Kill Chain to 

find the optimum cyber attack vector to impair a notional ship-

board navigation system. Simulate a U.S. Navy ship’s network, and 

calibrate Lockheed Martin’s Deep Reinforcement Learning Inte-

gration program to launch experimental network attack sequences. 

Create realistic attack sequences attributable to fictitious APTs 

(advanced persistent threats), and use in conjunction with the cali-

brated Deep Reinforcement Learning program. 

The Black Leopard Project 

Eddy Murphy (SCY), Aaron Herr (SCY) 

The goal of the project is to execute a DMA attack remotely; with-

out physical access to a target computer. To do this, we would 

determine the physical address range assigned to a process, and 

then map the GPU controller process to that range. This would 

trick the GPU into performing a DMA attack and bypass CPU 

based malware analysis tools. 
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F-35 Sustainment Capstone 

Thea Beltran (SMO), Anthony Calvelli (SMO), Dean Cole (SMO), 

Garrett Stocker (SMO) 

The F-35 fleet is expected to grow substantially over the next 

twenty years, and this fleet growth will require increased invest-

ment in supply capacity. We formulate a discrete-event simulation 

model that focuses on problematic F-35 parts and their suppliers. 

The simulation allows us to study how different kinds of invest-

ment will affect fleet metrics. We also produce a design of experi-

ments that shows what investments give the best returns at the 

least cost for Lockheed Martin. 

Explanation and Proof of the Pigeonhole Principle in 

Different Style Mathematical Problems 

Reagan Miller (SMA) 

Using the Pigeonhole Principle to prove a mathematical problem 

involving shaking hands at a gathering. 

The Old Hats Problem 

Larry Wineman (SMA), Ryan Langmaid (SMA), Ksailah O'Brien 

(SMA) 

Analyzing the probability and methods of finding the probability 

of derangements. 

On-Demand Data Visualization for MH-60S/R 

Maintenance Times 

Lucas Herron (SMO), Ashley Mangarella (SMO), Steve Burrell 

(SMO), Dewey Pendley (SMO) 

Our problem is to use historical data to perform a descriptive sta-

tistical analysis of MH-60R and MH-60S maintenance times. We 

are to create a graphic user interface tool that can be used at the 

squadron level to show estimated maintenance times for several 

different maintenance actions. This tool should also be able to 

compare different squadrons’ maintenance times to each other to 

gauge the effectiveness of their command. 

Equitable Distribution of USMC Reserve Recruiting 

Collin DiPietro (SMO), Mary Poltrack (SMO), Erin McCullagh 

(SMO), Frank Ogden III (SMO) 

This project focuses on the assignment of non-prior service re-

servists from Recruiting Substations to Reserve Units. We analyze 

data of the current demands of Reserve Units and capacities of 

RSSs to determine the most equitable assignment of reservists in 

the Marine Corps by minimizing the distance between their unit 

and their recruiting station. We calculate the distance between the 

two from the latitude and longitude coordinates of each. 

Predictive Food Consumption for DDG's on Deploy-

ment 

Carter Stout (SMO), Hailey Mcewan (SMO/SMO/SMO), Doug 

Kertling (SMO/SMO/SMO) 

Currently, US Arleigh Burke-class Destroyers must send out a 

signal in order to request the necessary amounts of various food 

items for sustainment. Our project aims to build a predictive mod-

el for how much food is needed for each ship on deployment on a 

monthly basis, in order to negate the need to compromise their 

position by sending out a signal. 

Mathematical Epidemiology during Pandemics 

Meghan Gerdes (SMA) 

Smallpox is the only human disease to be officially eradicated due 

to the help of Bernoulli and other mathematicians and medical 

professionals. This project focuses the discussion on control strat-

egies used to develop the SIR model referencing Bernoulli's work. 

The "mathematical feasibility" of eradiating other diseases to pre-

vent other pandemics is breifly discussed. 

Exploring the Inclusion Exclusion Principle as it Re-

lates to Special Permutations 

Kailah O'Brien (SMA) 

The Old Hats Problem was first proposed by French mathemati-

cian, Pierre de Montmort. The problem is simple. Suppose a 

group of n men enter a restaurant and leave their hats with a clerk. 

What is the probability; Pn, that no man gets his correct hat re-

turned to him? This problem also poses another question. How 

does Pn behave as n→∞ 

Exploring the Inclusion Exclusion Principle as it Re-

lates to Special Permutations 

Kailah O'Brien (SMA) 

The Old Hats Problem was first proposed by French mathemati-

cian, Pierre de Montmort. The problem is simple. Suppose a 

group of n men enter a restaurant and leave their hats with a clerk. 

What is the probability; Pn, that no man gets his correct hat re-

turned to him? This problem also poses another question. How 

does Pn behave as n→∞ 
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VT-22 Training Syllabus Simulation and Modeling 

Michael Kluger (SMO), Robin Oh (SMO), Quinton Cooper (SMO), 

Corey Swenson (SMO) 

We create a model to simulate the training syllabus for Training 

Squadron Two-Two (VT-22), based in Kingsville, Texas. Our 

overall objective is to determine whether there is a way we can 

decrease the amount of time a student Naval Aviator spends in the 

VT-22 Training Pipeline. We are also interested in understanding 

whether it is worth the time, money, and resources to carry out 

Carrier Qualifications while in VT-22 or have that training com-

pleted elsewhere in the aviator’s pipeline. 
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Eradicating a Disease: Lessons from Mathematical Ep-

idemiology (Reading) 

Cory Harding (SMA) 

Reading focuses on Bernoulli's differential equations modeling for 

the universal inoculation of smallpox. As a result of his modelling, 

there are two more modern epidemiological models known as the 

SEIR and SIR model. These models offer more realistic predictive 

analysis on the likelihood of infection rates for illnesses, and helps 

explain herd immunity and the potential efficacy for vaccination. 

Guarding Dunder Mifflin 

Erin Shaffer (SMA) 

This project takes different polygons and determines the amount 

of guards needed to proper secure its interior or perimeter. The 

capstone project will lay out the floor plan of the Dunder Mifflin 

and determine the proper amount of guards necessary to keep the 

building secure. This will be done by using the right-angled art 

gallery theorem, fortress theorem, and exit door hypothesis. In 

other words, the proper number of guards will be determined by 

strategic geometry. 

Eradicating a Disease: Lessons from Mathematical 

Epidemiology 

Caroline Kwon (SMA) 

Smallpox is the only human infectious disease that has been eradi-

cated. Mathematical epidemiology aims to study and maximize this 

discipline, especially through the use of proficient mathematical 

models. The Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model is a com-

mon tool that uses differential systems. This model studies the 

path of viral epidemics and offers promise for the eradication of 

other diseases. 

Quest for Secure Submarine Communications 

Joseph Aucoin (SMO), Philip Dalke (SMO), Allison Lee (SMO) 

We examine the relationship between frequency and range at a 

depth of 600 feet to determine the optimal number and placement 

of modems for secure submarine communications. The goal is to 

have a purple submarine travel and communicate through the mo-

dems without being detected by an orange submarine. We deter-

mine the acoustic frequency that will provide an optimal combina-

tion of high bandwidth, low cost, and security for the purple sub-

marine. 

Road to Recovery: Post-Snowstorm Road Clearing Op-

timization 

Sara Park (SMO), Jacob Gregory (SMO), Jhovanni Pichardo 

(SMO) 

We considered the optimization of road clearing after a snow-

storm. We used an integer programming formulation with the 

objective of plowing all the emergency roads of Annapolis at least 

once while minimizing distance traveled. Our data was collected 

through a road map of Annapolis and a list of roads considered by 

Annapolis to be emergency routes. A limitation we encountered 

was the need to align our project results with a solution that could 

be smoothly integrated into Annapolis’s current plan. 
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Oceanic Redox-Flow Battery - "The ORB" 

Connor Bayless (SMO), Elijah Ellerman (SMO), Robert Pekarek 

(SMO) 

The Oceanic Redox-Flow Battery is a cheaper alternative to lithi-

um ion batteries. We determine the cost of deploying these batter-

ies and show that using the ORB is more cost effective than lithi-

um ion batteries. We use flexible bladders to hold the solutions 

that power the ORB, which can survive at ambient pressures using 

incompressible fluids. 

Vector Calculus and de Rham Cohomology in the film 

"A Beautiful Mind" 

Paul Zimmer (SMAH) 

We investigate the problem Nash posed to his calculus class at 

MIT in the film. Using standard techniques of vector calculus, we 

reveal the connection to topology and conclude that the answer is 

a topological invariant. We then obtain a second solution by ex-

ploring the connection between vector fields and differential 

forms, from which we conclude the space in question is isomor-

phic to the first de Rham cohomology of the domain. We con-

clude with an application to Maxwell electrodynamics. 
Underwater AIS Repeater Network 

Ryan Koehler (SMO), Peyton Sommer (SMO), Tara Storch (SMO) 

We examine the placement of Automatic Identification System 

(AIS) repeater wave gliders to provide optimal coverage in the 

North Atlantic Ocean. We present several options for the efficient 

repair and replacement of the wave gliders and the associated ex-

pected costs for those options. 

Neural network solution of second order Initial Value 

Problems 

Bryce Jones (SMP), Keyan Kincade (SMP) 

In this project we present and implement a method for solving 

second order initial Value Problems (IVPs) using neural networks. 

The method does not require recasting the second order differen-

tial equation as a system of first order. 

An Inverse Problem for Determining the Thermal Con-

ductivity of a Thin Rod 

Jacob Lunn (SMP), Jack Jeon (SMP), Ben Everett (SMP) 

The problem of determining the thermal conductivity of a thin 

metal rod can be formulated as an inverse problem for the one-

dimensional steady-state heat equation. We simulate a pair of ex-

periments in which a concentrated heat source is applied at differ-

ent locations on the rod and we measure the resulting temperature 

distribution. We formulate and solve an inverse problem that uses 

the measured data to approximate the thermal conductivity of the 

rod. 

Numerical Solution of a Diffusion Equation With Un-

certain Data 

Jason Watlington (SMP), Cameron Miller (SMP), Taylor Arbour 

(SMP) 

In this project we consider a two-dimensional steady-state diffu-

sion equation with uncertain data. Specifically, we focus on the 

situation when the diffusion coefficient is modeled as a random 

variable/random field. We solve the problem numerically through 

Monte Carlo sampling which calls for solving a set of decoupled 

diffusion equations. We solve the resulting partial differential 

equations using finite differences, and present numerical results 

for several test problems. 

Neural network solution of second order Initial Value 

Problems 

Bryce Jones (SMP), Keyan Kincade (SMP) 

In this project we present and implement a method for solving 

second order Initial Value Problems (IVPs) using neural networks. 

The method does not require recasting the second order differen-

tial equation as a system of first order differential equations, as is 

the case with classical methods for IVPs. Numerical results for 

several test problems are presented. We compare the results with 

those produced by classical methods, such as Euler's method and 

Runge-Kutta methods. 

Optimizing Ammunition Transport 

Paul Deist (SMO/SCY/SMO), Kristen Heinzel (SMO), Joshua 

Gable (SMO) 

We determine optimal routes to transport ammunition from seven 

land-based Army depots to two military ocean terminals. We test 

the network through a series of targeted cyber attacks, and build 

secondary and tertiary routes to ensure that ammo is delivered to 

the proper terminal in a reasonable time during a simulated crisis. 

 

Producing Worker Schedules With Linear Program-

ming 

Logan Franxman (SMO), Matthew McMillen (SMO/SME), Jas-

mine Bishop (SMO) 

We collected data about the availability and the skill sets of indi-

vidual employees on the payroll. We created a worker scheduling 

program that appoints workers so that there are enough workers 

that know how to perform each type of job, allowing the restau-

rant to be run, while minimizing the maximum difference between 

the workers’ preferred hours and actual hours. 
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Detection of Medical Provider/Insurance Fraud 

Through Logistic Regression and Classification Tree 

Lorenzo Cardenas (SMO), Sante Grossi (SMO) 

Detecting healthcare provider fraud through logistic regression 

and classification trees. 

School of  Mathematics and Science 

Solving Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations 

with Neural Networks 

Mason Rice (SMP), Ben Goldsberry (SMP) 

The goal of this project is to investigate the applicability of neural 

networks for solving initial value problems for systems of coupled 

first order differential equations. We implement the neural net-

work method in MATLAB and compare the efficacy of this ap-

proach with that of classical numerical methods, such as Euler's 

method. 

Solving Two-Point Boundary Value Problems with 

Multi-Layer Neural Networks 

Jacob Pinon (SMP/SMO), Meg Peacher (SMP), Armani Courtney 

(SMP) 

In this project we present and implement in MATLAB a method 

for solving one-dimensional boundary value problems using neural 

networks. We are interested in evaluating the efficacy of the meth-

od with respect to the number of layers used in the network. We 

also compare the results produced by this method with classical 

methods for solving boundary value problems, such as the finite 

difference method. 

Selecting Hurricane Relief Centers in Anne Arundel 

County 

Mason Bennett (SMO), Yen Lumacad (SMO), Cooper Halliday 

(SMO) 

Hurricanes cause a lot of damage and can affect people's liveli-

hood and financial stability. Our model focuses on selecting disas-

ter relief centers(DRC's) for people to receive help post disaster 

events. These DRC's are selected based on distance and equity 

concerns. 

Nurse Utilization in the ER Department 

Hazel Martinez (SMO), Alexis Harell-Parada (SMO), Sammie 

Adams (SMO) 

Throughout the pandemic, we have seen a rise in medical employ-

ees working hours. We contacted MedStar Montgomery Medical 

Center to receive data of factors that might affect their nurse utili-

zation rates: arrival rates, procedure times, tasks, and patient flow. 

We used simulation modeling to create the flow of the hospital 

and to get an accurate percentage of how the nurses are being 

overworked. From this, we created an alternate model to optimize 

utilization rates. 

Coronavirus Transmission and Vaccination Procedures 

Emma Foster (SMO), Serena Johnson (SMO), Luke Moffett 

(SMO) 

COVID-19 has generated unique concerns regarding vaccination 

efforts for various regions in the United States. To help mitigate 

negative impacts in these regions, heuristic models were tested to 

quantify the resultant infectiousness of individuals depending on 

each vaccination policy. 

Mass Drive Through Vaccination Simulation during 

the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Alexander Cruz (SMO), Jake Pinon (SMO/SMP) 

We calculated the optimal number of vaccine administrators and 

number of drive through lanes for a COVID-19 mass vaccination 

site. This was done with simulation modeling where we picked 

Roswell, NM as a potential vaccination site. We used constraints 

on how the vaccine is given to form a system that maximized our 

throughput while simultaneously meeting all CDC guidelines. Configuring the Chicago Cubs' Home Schedule to 

Maximize Attendance 

Nicholas Jacobs (SMO), Josh McCarthy (SMO/SME), Eric Spicer 

(SMO) 

We tested many factors to determine which would have a signifi-

cant affect on the attendance of Cubs home games. From there, 

we used multivariate regression to come up with an equation that 

predicts attendance for each game. We used this linear equation as 

the objective function for a linear program that will re-structure 

the Cubs' 2021 schedule to bring the most fans to Wrigley Field. 

Optimizing Real Estate Investment Decisions 

Sam Olden (SMO), Jacob Abeyta (SMO), Cameron Reeves (SMO) 

There are a lot of factors to consider when entering the real-estate 

market. To better understand the market and what decisions are 

most profitable, we built a decision tree to balance risk and cost 

with profit and equity. This project will provide insight to the real-

ities of real-estate investment and provide an investor with more 

confidence. 
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Budget Allocation for Humanitarian Aid in Yemen 

Shea Auge (SMO), Jonathan Lackey (SMO/FLA), Ana Pasillas 

(SMO) 

We are using a linear program that maximizes number of lives 

saved in Yemen by allocating sections of the UN budget to differ-

ent categories of humanitarian aid. 

Room Temperature Solid-State Spin Qubits: Magnetic 

Field Coupling 

Alec Grant (SPH) 

We use the techique of Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance 

(ODMR) to explore the behaviour of solid-state spin qubits in 

silicon carbide and diamond in external magnetic fields. These 

solid state defects are candidates for room temperature quantum 

sensors and information processing platforms. 

The study of Fluidic Artificial Muscles (FAMs) toward 

use in an Aqueous Environment 

Carter Lorenz (SPHH) 

This study explores fluidic artificial muscles (FAMs) actuated by 

hydraulic and pneumatic systems in a variety of environments. 

FAMs are lightweight, inexpensive actuators which are simple to 

align. By designing, constructing, and testing a hydraulic pressuri-

zation system along with a variety of FAMs, the project will evalu-

ate the design characteristics of an effective bimodal soft-robotic 

system. It investigates FAMs toward operation in both atmospher-

ic and underwater environments. 

Diffuse Mismatch Model for Crystalline/Amorphous 

Germanium-Telluride Interfaces 

Ionatan Soule (SPHH) 

I will model the thermal boundary conductance (TBC) across Ger-

manium-Telluride (GeTe) interfaces using a Diffuse Mismatch 

Model (DMM) in order to better understand and predict phase 

change behaviors within the material. I will also be able to test its 

accuracy against current literature. Currently, analytical models that 

address the TBC between amorphous and crystalline GeTe are not 

present in literature, but hopefully we can change that. 

Modeling and Computer Vision Validation of Tackling 

Dynamics in Women’s Rugby Union 

Cledo Davis (ERCH) 

This study will model and characterize the tackle in Women’s rug-

by union, focusing on the tackler’s head impulse. Recorded wom-

en’s rugby tackle video is analyzed via computer vision and by-

hand motion tracking. Our preliminary results include a method 

for estimating motion of head and torso Centers of Mass in three-

dimensional coordinate space. 

Radiation-Hydrodynamics and Photon Phase-Space 

Distribution of X-ray Pulsar Accretion Columns 

Lisa Kilmer (SPAA) 

The goal of the proposed research is twofold. First, rather than 

solving the hydrodynamic equations and photon distribution equa-

tion (function) separately, we shall attempt to couple and simulta-

neously solve the hydrodynamics and the photon distribution us-

ing Mathematica computer software. We will also attempt to ex-

pand the computational domain of the accretion column to two 

spatial dimensions- both column height and cross-sectional dis-

tance from the column centerline to the outer wall. 

SiC Vacancies and the Effect of Defect Density on Sin-

gle Spin Coherence 

Alec Grant (SPH) 

This project will investigate the properties (e.g. coherence time) of 

single spin qubits in silicon vacancies by observing how these 

properties change as defect density increases. We will use Optically 

Detected Magnetic Resonance (ODMR) to study the properties of 

single spin qubits in environments of different defect densities, 

which will help us discover the feasibility of scaling SiC lattices for 

use in areas of study like quantum information and magnetic reso-

nance imaging. 
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Quantifying the Impact of Moisture Transport during 

Extreme Blocking events in the North Atlantic 

Tyler Bradley (SOC) 

Atmospheric blocking is a disruption of mid-latitudinal circulation 

characterized by a slowing of synoptic-scale Rossby waves. Block-

ing is a suggested driving force of increased melt and discharge 

from many outlet glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet in recent 

years. This study identifies and categorizes blocking events over 

the North Atlantic Arctic using a predicted Greenland Blocking 

Index, and takes a quantity-based look at the connection of these 

events to moisture transport. 

School of  Mathematics and Science 

Orbital Stability of the TOI-2095 System 

Nicholas Kartvedt (SPAA) 

The TESS mission was sent out in 2018 to study M-Dwarf stellar 

neighbors. The TOI-2095 system was discovered in early 2021 and 

had 2 Earth shaped planets orbiting the star. There are many un-

knowns with these objects such as orbital eccentricity, mass, densi-

ty, and orbital stability. The goal of this project was to graph the 

orbits of the two planets over the span of 10 million years to see 

which ones had no loss in planets through either ejection, colli-

sion, or absorption into the star. 

Connecting Antarctica to the Tropics via the Madden 

Julian Oscillation 

Mick Zimmerman (SOCH) 

This research connects existing areas of tropical Madden Julian 

Oscillation (MJO) – sea ice modulation scholarship to test the 

following hypothesis: Antarctic sea ice varies sub-seasonally in 

response to forcing from the MJO, and that response is different 

by geographic sector and dependent on both season and pre-

existing state of the Antarctic atmosphere. 

Relic Oyster Reef Surveys in the Lower Severn River, 

Maryland 

Addison Hamilton (SOC), Maya White (SOC), Alexandria Val-

lanceymartinson (SOC) 

In this study, sonar imagery and bathymetric data were coupled 

with sediment analysis to identify the location of a relic oyster reef 

and associated restoration site in the Severn River. The location of 

the reefs was identified and laboratory results suggest that the ma-

jority of substratum appears conducive to adult oyster seeding, 

however fine sediment input and environmental conditions are 

Designing Interpretable Machine Learning Approaches 

to Multidisciplinary Problems 

Wesley Nourachi (SPH) 

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are often described as “black-

boxes” which can manipulate information for data scientists with-

out needing to completely understanding what is going on inside. 

This project investigates methods for designing ML architectures 

that allow researchers to interpret the complex mappings taking 

place in the interior of these algorithms. These methods will be 

demonstrated by solving problems in separate disciplines with 

carefully designed and trained ML algorithms. 

Early Melt Season Variability of Fast Ice Degradation 

Due to Small Arctic Riverine Heat Fluxes 

Grace Santella (SOC) 

The rapid influx of heat to the Arctic Ocean via Alaskan North 

Slope riverine systems results in landfast sea ice degradation inde-

pendent of ice breakup seaward of the shear zone. Utilizing 

MODIS imagery from NASA and discharge data from USGS, the 

timing of coastal sea ice breakup is compared to early summer 

transitional tundra warming. Early removal of landfast sea ice has 

important implications for coastal erosion and affects industrial, 

ecological, and humanitarian infrastructure. 
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Application of Machine Learning Methods to Better 

Quantify Water-Level Anomalies in Annapolis, MD 

Forest Wan (SOC) 

The drivers of water level anomalies (WLAs; observed-predicted 

WLs) are generally a superposition of global, regional, and local 

influence that occur across spatial and temporal scales. Sustained 

wind forcing relative to the orientation of the coast and other me-

teorological factors (e.g. precipitation, barometric pressure) can 

alter WLs. This study utilizes machine learning methods to better 

predict WLAs in Annapolis, MD using locally available water level 

and meteorological oceanographic data. 

Distribution of Microplastics and Synthetic Particulates 

in the Severn River and Annapolis Harbor 

Mary-McClellen H. Hess (SOC) 

Standardized field sampling and laboratory analytical methods 

were used to quantify concentrations of microplastics and synthet-

ic particulates in the Severn River and Annapolis Harbor from 

September-December, 2020. Results suggest the spatial distribu-

tion of these particulates is a function of local watershed land-use, 

non-point source inputs, and local scale circulation and mixing. 

Future research will aim to identify sources and determine the 

transport, fate, and impacts of these materials. 

Sub-seasonal Variability of Surface Winds and Ocean 

Currents in the Bay of Bengal 

Cody P. Spedero (SOCH) 

Anomalies of surface currents and 10-meter winds derived from 

satellite and global reanalysis data were used to identify sub-

seasonal modulation of atmosphere and ocean circulation in the 

Bay of Bengal related to the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). 

Results suggest that MJO modulates atmospheric convection and 

ocean current response specifically during transitional months of 

the Indian Monsoon. Future research aims to link MJO-related 

variability to biophysical response in the Bay of Bengal. 

Spectral Characterization of Severn River and Upper 

Chesapeake Waves 

Ian Bramblett (SOC), Jaclyn Pabalan (SOC), Joseph Giannini 

(SOC) 

In order to assess the spectral characteristics of estuary surface 

gravity waves under variable environmental conditions, RBR pres-

sure sensors were deployed at three moorings across the Upper 

Chesapeake Bay over a 30-day period. These data were compared 

to standard prediction nomograms to determine the differences 

between open ocean and estuary waves. Additionally, data were 

compared to the Severn River Watershed Observatory sensors to 

determine the effect of USNA infrastructure on these waves. 

Seasonal Variability in Material Fluxes Through Rivers 

and Streams on the North Slope of Alaska 

Haven M. Cofer (SOCH) 

Mixing line estimates based on the results of the biogeochemical 

analyses of surface waters collected from rivers and streams on the 

North Slope of Alaska from June – October 2019 show that dur-

ing high discharge conditions in the open water season, integrated 

material inputs from tundra streams can alter surface water bioge-

ochemistry in and constituent fluxes through larger rivers that 

discharge into the Arctic Ocean. This variability can be used as an 

indicator of changing tundra landscapes. 

Tracking Water Levels in Lake Nassar Using IceSat-2 

Laser Altimeter 

Isabelle Ross (ENM), Megan LaMendola (SOCH), Gabe Stevens 

(EEE) 

Analyze data from the IceSat-2 laser altimeter to track the water 

levels in Lake Nasser in the past two years. We will focus on the 

comparison of the water levels last semester to now to see the 

impact from Ethiopians filling up the GERD. 
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Acoustic Detection of Small Vessels in the Severn River 

Samuel Cho (SOC), Robert Lee (SOC) 

Security forces are constantly expanding detection and classifica-

tion technology to increase installation security. The autonomous 

detection and classification of waterborne vessels, submerged or 

on the surface, has traditionally relied on sophisticated and expen-

sive instrumentation. The main objective of this capstone project 

is to construct an underwater acoustic detection device using so-

phisticated, yet inexpensive technology. 

Characterization of Mid-Winter Upper Chesapeake Bay 

Water Column Structure 

Lakayla Deshields (SOC), Karina Martinez (SOC), Jessica Mogav-

ero (SOC), Will Ryan (SOC) 

In this study, winter season vertical water column structure is sam-

pled from the Oceanography department’s research vessel (YP-

686) to investigate changes in physical parameters. Parameters 

include temperature, salinity, pressure, dissolved oxygen, and tur-

bidity as well as total suspended solids (TSS) from water samples. 

The primary goal is to assess the evolution of summer-to-winter 

stratification, thermodynamics and suspended particulates in the 

top 25 meters of the upper Chesapeake Bay. 

Tidal Discharge in the Severn River 

Ellie Lecker (SOC), Erik Prudil (SOC), Lillianna Perez (SOC), 

Harlie Stone (SOC) 

Conduct tidal discharge analysis of the Severn River using a variety 

of methods to determine the typical flood, ebb, and slack water 

flow rates, as well as establish the most effective method of data 

capture. Project will also characterize the structure of the current 

to determine if certain portions of the cross-sectional area have 

higher/lower velocities than the bulk mean current and relate the 

findings to the Severn River Watershed Observatory ADCP cur-

rent data. 

Estimating Wet-Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) Us-

ing Readily Available Meteorological Data 

Austin T. Pierce (SOC), Potter W. Seibels (SOC) 

Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) is used operationally by 

the U.S. Navy to determine if outdoor conditions are safe for 

physically strenuous summer activities. However, WBGT is often 

measured manually (not in real-time). In this study, we will esti-

mate WBGT using an empirical model with local weather data 

(KNAK-ASOS). Estimates will be validated against WBGT data 

collected by the NHC-Annapolis. The WBGT estimates in this 

study will be used to develop operational heat stress products at 

USNA. 
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Understanding and Predicting the Antarctic Cry-

osphere via the Madden Julian Oscillation 

Mick Zimmerman (SOCH) 

One of the leading modes of variability in the tropics, and the 

primary cause of sub-seasonal variability is the Madden-Julian Os-

cillation (MJO), which adjusts weather patterns leading to changes 

in sea ice. This study related changes in Antarctic sea ice to MJO 

presence strength by calculating changes of sea ice conc., extent, & 

area were calculated from the NOAA/NSIDC climate record. 

Results show that sea ice responds to MJO signal with some 

months & regions showing more evidence than others. 

Seasonal Change in Microplastics in Severn River Oys-

ters 

Allison Taylor (SOCH) 

Caged oysters were collected from the Severn River in May, Au-

gust, November 2020. The samples were digested in nitric acid at 

60/100 degrees Celsius and filtered through 1.2 micron filter. Mi-

croplastics were identified and counted via microscopy. Significant 

differences in number of plastics were seen among months, but 

when adjusted for oyster weight, no trends appeared. 

Mass Fluxes through Small Rivers on the Alaskan 

North Slope in Response to Thermodynamic Varia-

tions 

Katherine Long (SOCH) 

Recent climate changes have altered thermodynamic balances 

within high latitude watersheds, especially on the Alaskan North 

Slope where rivers flow through transitional tundra to the Arctic 

Ocean. This study examines precipitation, discharge, water and 

soil temperatures, and material fluxes through two Alaskan water-

sheds during the 2019 melt season. Results show episodic peaks in 

material fluxes associated with late-summer precipitation events, 

integrating inputs from deepened active layers. 

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory Chlorination/

Dechlorination System Project 

Haven M. Cofer (SOCH) 

The U.S. Naval Academy (USNA) Oceanography Department is 

working with the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and 

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard (PHNSY) on the Chlorination/

Dechlorination System Project to study whether the use of alterna-

tive dechlorinate agents will alter seawater pH and chemistry and 

negatively impact shipboard systems. 

The Effect of DEM Resolution on Calculated Slope 

Data 

Morgan Kane (SGS) 

DEMs from six locations are used to analyze the relationship be-

tween latitude, DEM resolution, and calculated slope values. The 

locations include areas in Utah, Canary Islands, Slovenia, Guam, 

California and Virginia. Each of the locations contain a variety of 

landforms, land cover, and vary in latitude. The DEMs will be 

used to produce slope maps at 0.4”, 1” and 3” resolution. Histo-

grams of elevation versus slope are used to illustrate the relation-

ship between computed slope and data spacing. 
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Mangrove Depletion Killing Camels using Satellite Im-

agery 

Calla Hilliard (SOC) 

Mangroves in India are depleting due to urbanization and farming 

methods. By using different types of satellites and tracking over 

the years, the depletion is significant. These mangroves are located 

in the Gulf of Kutch and are home to the rare swimming camels. 

These camels are now facing extinction due to the destruction of 

their habitat. By obtaining this data, there is proof of the depletion 

of mangroves and the extinction of the swimming camels. 

Using Environmental Remote Sensing to Determine 

the Effects of the Yosemite Rim Fire 

Caroline Thiel (SOC) 

The Yosemite Rim fire burned an area of 647 square kilometers of 

land in the Sierra Nevada range from August 17, 2013 to October 

24, 2014. Using environmental remote sensing data of the area, the 

damage can be observed as well as the eventual recovery of the 

area. This information can provide insight to the long term effects 

of fires and the ways that an area recovers. 

LIDAR in Egypt 

Cora Van Deusen (FPSH), Megan LaMendola (SOC) 

LIDAR (light detection and ranging) is a revolutionary technology 

that uses a light sensing method to analyze the topography of the 

Earth. This method has allowed for scientists and archaeologists 

alike to uncover hidden treasures such as where temples and 

shrines once stood in ancient times. With Egypt's rich history in 

architecture and many burial sites that remain hidden, this technol-

ogy has the ability to uncover incredible findings in regions more 

rural than Cairo or Alexandria. 
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Thank you to the lab technicians, educational technicians,        
shop technicians, carpenters, model makers, machinists, welders, 

naval architects, enlisted support staff, research librarians,        
writing tutors, financial specialists, purchase card holders,          

and all of  the other staff  members                                                       
that make these programs possible.    

Your time, effort, dedication, and experience are critical to the                
education of  our students.   

 
We are grateful for the work that you do. 


